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The intent of this exploratory case study \'las: 
1) to compare a model of expected forual business plan content 
with the content of actual business plans developed within a single 
company, 
2) to develop a modified model of formal business plan content 
which recognizes organizational influences on plan content, 
3) to propose. a method for evaluating business plans. based on this 
modified model. 
2 
T~e firm studied was Fast Delta Corporation, a "Fortune 500" 
multidivisional manufacturing company in a high technology industry. 
The business plan content analyzed in this study was p~oduaed through a 
planning system similar to those implemented by other multidivisional 
oompanies. 
In this study, planning by middle managers rather 
management was the primary focus. 
analysis of formal plan content 
inquiry about the planning process. 
The study method was based 
than top 
on the 
rather than direct observation or 
Study steps included: 
1 ) test of goodness of fit betvleen a simple model of expected 
business plan content and the actual content of business plans produced 
through the Fast Delta Corporation planning system. 
2) analysis of deviations of the actual content froe the expected 
content model. This analysis included comparison of actual formal plan 
content with non-content characteristics of the formal plans, with the 
content of business strategy case studies from other firws, and with the 
the content of Fast Delta Corporation managers' responses to case 
studies in business strategy. 
The results of this study showed that Fast Delta Corporation 
formal business plan content was influenced b~r several factors. These 
included short-term corporate-wide concerns; shared assumptions amonG 
managers about the strengths and limitations of the study firm; and 
constraints on strategy which may be characteristic of other fi!'Ins \-lith 
similar structure, at a similar life cycle stage, or within the same 
industry. 
3 
From these results a modified model of business plan content '-jas 
developed which considered these influences. The validity of this model 
suggests that the plan analysis techniques used in this study were 
effective techniques for identifying the planning assumptions which 
underlie business plan content produced through a firm's formal business 
planning system. 
The results and conclusions of this study are significant for top 
I 
manageuent, middle management, corporate planning staff, and those doing 
research in strategic planning. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTIon 
Topics covered in this chapter include: background, purpose and 
significance of this studyp overview of a Dodel of expected strategic 
plan content, description of the study firm, description of the business 
planning process at the study fire, and limitations of this study. 
BACICGROUHD, PURPOSE Arm SIGHIFICAIJCE OF THIS STUDY 
Background 
During the past 15 years, 
strateGic planning (See glossary, 
both process and content models of 
Appendix A, p. 123) have been 
developed which assume that organizations and their plans and activities 
can be evaluated in terms of efficiency or rationality. These models 
are reviewed in the first section of Chapter II (p. 24). 
These models have been lv-idely adoptee. and iLlpleuented in larl3e 
corapley. business organizations despite the simplistic assuoptions on 
which they are based. Hanagers have learned to rely on these models in 
their attempts at rational achievement and control and siraplification of 
their increasingly complex environments. (Business Heek Deceuber 18, 
1978, 62) At the same time, other models of organization activities as 
problem-solving efforts have been developed. These may be more 
descriptive of actual behavior under the arabiguous values and incomplete 
2 
knowledge which characterize strategic business planning. These models 
have not been used explicitly in the design and analysis of formal 
planning systems. (Sarrazin 1978) The second section of Chapter II (p. 
27), discusses three major objections to the simple strategy evaluation 
mOdels and several- alternative perspectives on strategy settinG whict 
are based on organizational behavior models. 
Purpose 
The objectives of this exploratory study were threefold: 
1) to compare a model of expected plan content with the actual 
business plan content developed in the study firw, 
2) to develop a modified model of formal plan content \;11ich 
recoGnizes organizational influences on plan content, 
3) to propose a oethod for evaluating business plan content based 
on this modified model which can be used at The Fast Delta Corporation 
and other siuilar cOtlpanies. 
The preliminary step in this exploratory study was a couparison of 
the content of the business plans produced through the formal planninG 
syste~ at Fast Delta Corporation (The Corporation) with an expected 
content model. The sinilarity of the planning system at Fast Delta 
Corporation to those implemented by other multidivisional decentralized 
corporations is discussed in the follolling sections of this chapter 
(P. 4). 
Significance 
The chief reason for attempting such a model building effort was 
the potential for improving the effectiveness of current decentralized 
3 
strategic planning systems. Developing a more accurate or complete 
model of business plan content would: 
1) provide additional insights uhich can aid middle manaGers in 
the development of business strategy and top managers in the development 
of corporate strategic direction. 
2) provide guidance to the corporate staff uho desiGn and 
implement planning processes by making explicit the impact of a 
particular organization's characteristics and li~its on its formal plan 
content. 
3) facilitate the evaluation of infornation conveyed throush 
formal plans. 'Ihis is important for both staff and top manage!Jent in 
ev&luating plans and for top management in ruakin~ decisions based on 
plans. 
This model building exercise is unique in several uays: 
1) The primary focus of this study is the content of busine!Js unit 
plans developed through the forual decentralized planning systen of a 
single large mul tina tional, mul tidi vision, higi1-technolos~r industrial 
products manufacturer. This focus is based on tuo considere:.tiol1s: 
a) that the planninG process and plannil1G logic can be deduced 
fror;:l the analysis of plan content; and, 
b) that in a decentralized "bottom-up" planning syster.l corporate 
strategy appears not as a single top manage!Jent business plan, but as a 
portfolio of business investment opportunities described by the plans of 
business units. 
This approach is different from Ii10st descriptive studies of 
strategic business planning in that: 
4 
a) most studies are based on the direct observation of planning 
activities or on intervieus \-lith those involved in decision-r:1aki~; and 
b) most studies of strategic business planning focus on the role 
and activities of top management. The ne\-; and significant role of 
middle managers as entrepreneurs and strate~ic planners has only 
recently been noted and conmented on. (Business Ueek Decenber 18, 1973, 
62) 
2) This study attecpts to mal~e deductions about the iIJpact of 
non-fornal planninG logic on foroal planninG lOGic. A najor prer:Jise 
behind this nodel buildinG effort is that the organizational probler.1 
solving activities inpact the results or content of the planninG process 
in consistent ways. These impacts can be oeasured in terr;ls of 
deviations from a model of expected plan content. The particular 
deviations can be studied further for reGular patterns. 
strategic planning have been efforts in norr:1ative 
!~ost studies in 
rather tb:.n 
descriptive model buildins; or, they have been aicea at building Dore 
effective content nodels of successful business strateGY \'1hic11 better 
charac:terize marketplace la\ls. Descriptive studies of strateGic 
business planning have generally been confined to anecdotal illustration 
of planninG concepts or to assessnents of the status and effectiveness 
of normative planning systems in selected groups of companies. 
OVERVIEU OF THE HODEL OF EXPECTED PLAN COlJTEHT 
Description of the Expected Content Hodel 
The expected content model must 'oe based on the contingency theory 
of business stratesy. This theory assumes that since the organization's 
5 
objective is survival, business organizations adapt in consistent 
predictable ways to environmental conditions by adjusting their survival 
strategy or business strategy. (Hofer, 1975) 
Contingency theory suggests that a business plan can be 
effectively analyzed 2.S a set of assumptions about conditions and a set 
of proposed actions or strategy. Under certain conditions, certain 
action sets are Illore likely than others to result in organization 
survival or success. (Hofer 1975) The proposed e~:pected content raodel 
sULlIJarizes associations betueen condition assulilptions and proposed 
actions \-lhich have been identified by business rese2.rchers as resul tins 
in success. This model is sho\-:n in Figure 1, (p. 6), as a oatrix 
associating a list of COIilIlon business conditi.ons ldth actions frO!.l a 
list of corowon business strateGies. Table I (p. 7) provides references 
for these proposed associations variables. Uhile the 
two-dimensional matrix Dodel of expected plan content shown in Figure 1 
(p. 6) is simplistic, it captures the essence of both the norll:ative 
planninc process and the notion that business plans can be evaluated in 
terms of consistency \-lith general marketplace laHs.(Schoeffler 1975, 1) 
This siople matrix provides a yardstick against which deviations in plan 
content can be r.teasured. The silJlplicity of this mouel, houever, 
prevents evaluation of deviations as "bad planninc". 
Objections to Expected Content Hodel: 
Descriptive literature on decision-making processes and inforlilal 
interviews with practicing managers suggest t\,lO reasons ",hy this Llodel 
may be neither valid nor useful in practical planning situations. 
Question of validity. Objections to the validity of this model 
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TABLE I 
Sm~1ARY OF KEY VARIABLES WHICH CHARACTERIZE THE 
EXPECTED CONTENT HODEL 
DESCRIPTION 
high .arket yroMth rate equ~1 
or great.r tnan 20%I,ear 'reall 
high .arket share - equal or 
greater than 30% In p~rsued 
.ar.ets 
frag.ented _drket - no 
co.petltor has relative 
.arket share greater than 
2. nearest 
technological Innovation by 
coopetltors Is an I.portant 
contrlcutor to .arket change 
custo •• r technologAeal change 
Is an I.portant e@nt~lbutor to 
.arket change 
a _.jor b~s'ness objective Is 
to Increas. pro'ltab',lty - up 
201 over current level 
a _.jor bUSiness objective Is 
to gain .arket snare - up at 
least ZO% over current level 
SOURCES 
P'"S,BCG 
Cooper,Lev It t 
Tilles, 
ttorer 
""5, BCG 
tio' er 
Cannon,BCG 
P'tlS 
Cooper 
A'S 
Tilles 
PI"S 
PI"S 
PI"5 
PAIRED WITH 
v23,v25 
vZO,v211v23, 
"U,vI9,"2~ 
vI9,v22,vI8 
no correlations 
e.peeted 
no carrel aUons 
e.peeted 
v18,vll,1IZ7 
vI9,vZltvli, 
vZ3,v25 
EXAMPLE 
·'he .ark.t Is est' •• t.d to g'OM In 
t~e future at a 351 ,at •• • tr •• ' 
·h' .nt.rs ••• • EI.ct,onlc luslness, 
9119, p.lS 
·In th ••••• ar.et' ••• ls .nt,.nched 
Mlth 101 .ark.t sha,e. tro •• 
busln.ss plan 103 
·co.petlto,s ar. specialized to a 
slngl. segaent at the busln.ss. 
seg •• nt ar. often sp.c'allz.d.· 
fro.. business plan .105. 
-.Icvoproc.ssor supplle, qulcll. 
,.sponded .'th aidS to h.lp the 
englnee,s.· f,o.' ·HP enters ••• , 
EI.ct,onlc auslness, 9119, p.15. 
·Introduclng Its s,ste., HP Is 
a'dresslng a large and boo.lng 
.ar •• t that r •• ult.d troD the 
d.vel.p.ent of tho .'crop'oc.sso, 
Its.lf.· f,o.' ·HP ent.rs •••• , 
Elect,onlc ausln.ss, 9/19, p.15 
·"0' It aob. t.I ous. 
l'IClust, , 
e .. ult, I. 
E leetranlc 
goals ar. Just. as 
bring tn •• up to the 
le.ders 117X ,.lurn on 
fro.' ·P.rkln EI •• ,. 
Business. 9119, p.ll. 
·In all. Instru_ent co.panles 
accounted for llX of d ••• lop.ent 
s.le. last ,eaf ••• The, could sell 
~ct In 1983 largel, as a r.$ult of 
H"s .ntr,.· fro.' ·HP enters •••• 
EI~ctronl~ Business, 9119, p.15. : ..... 
NAME 
va 
vii 
vl0 
vll 
v12 
v13 
DESCRIPTION 
technologlc~1 skills, oarrlers 
are a •• Jor Dusiness strength 
a .ajor Dusiness strength Is 
a .arketlng strength - repu-
tatlon,servlce.distributlon 
a •• Jor b~siness strength Is 
fLnanctal. ability to support 
business expansion 
design sMllls, engineering 
kno~ledge are a significant 
strength 
a significant strength Is 
ability to Manufacture co.-
ponents, vert.cal Integration 
ability to bring ne~ product to 
MarMet first is a business 
strdngth 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
SOURCES 
PIHS,Cannon 
Cooper, Anso" 
PAIRED WITH 
,,23,v25 
Cannon "Z3,,,Z~ 
Cooper,Ansoff 
Ar.sof f "ZS 
Tilles 
Cannon "Z3 
A £ S 
PIHS,Cannon vZ2 
,l £ S 
EXAMPLE 
-In developing these systeMS, 
engineers started with an OEH HP 
.Inl co.puter ••••• fro.: ·HP 
enters •••• Electronic Bustness, 
9119, p.15. 
-an, engineering Manager who looks 
at the capital Invest.ent required 
won't want to lOCk hl.self Into a 
single se.l- conductor .anufacturer 
when he can turn to two MaJor 
I~stru.ent Manufacturers.- froa: 
·HP enters •••• , Electronic 
Business, 9/79, p.7S. 
·H/A .alntalns an extre.el, 
canservatlv. financial pOSition ••• 
that strong flnancla' position gl"es 
the. the borrowing po~.r for 'uture 
acqulsltlons.- 'roa: ·H'A Co ••••• , 
Electronic Business, 6/79, p.62. 
·these barrl.rs co.e fro. the 
cu •• ulatl"e experience 0' dev.loplng 
'lCl. 
·H/A Co. .akes alaost e.er,thlng 
froa Silicon wa.ers to th. sattellte 
subs,ste.s that Incorporate H/A 
fabricated chips ••• Harket 
anal,sts ••• consider Its •• rtlcal 
I~tegratlon ••• strong points.· 
fro.: ·H/l COM ••• w, ElectroniC 
Business, 6119, p.6Z. 
PlttS,Cannon 
Cooper 
no correldtions 
expected 
00 
NAME 
.14 
.15 
wl6 
.11 
.18 
.19 
.20 
.. w21 
DESCRIPTION 
prOducl line Is characterized 
br high qualll¥ relatl.e to 
co.petltors - .Iewed as • 
business strength 
product line Is highly 
dl"erentlated 'roe 
co.petltors· - o"ers 
unique features ~nd this Is 
• Iewed .s business strength 
• broad product I'ne pro.ldes 
an I.portant advantage 
product contribution .argln 
Is rel.tl ••• , high 
actlon-stralegu: decrease 
.anu'acturlng costs or 
Increase productl.'t¥ 
actlon-strateg¥' Increase 
.ark.tlng/sales effort 
actlon-str.te'r' Increase 
wertlca' Integration 
C'orw.rd or b.ckward. 
Increase percelwed product 
qual It. 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
SOURCES 
PI"5 
PI"5 
Cooper 
PI"5 
PI"5 
PI"5.8CG 
Pl"5.Cannon 
Cooper 
PI"5 
PI"5 
PAIRED WI'11l 
v21 
Y22 
w20 
w2~ 
w2,w3.w" 
EXAMPLE 
Cthls bus.n.ssl •••• ft., 
hlstor'c.ll, supplied ••• 
cUlt~.erl with high perfor .. RCo •••• "a.' bu,ln.ss p'an '112. 
-~'s I,st.. differs sub,'antl.ll, 
.ra. the .'Jortt, .f the 
.'croprocessor d.welop •• nt I,St •• 1 
In us. tOda,.· fro.' ·H' .nt.rs 
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relate to the fact that business planninG takes place within the 
operating environment of the organization. The uanagers responsible for 
the plan content are the same managers responsible for the current 
activities of the business. The historical continuity of the business 
and the essentially conservative nature of the business planning process 
mean that in order to ruaintain stability, oanagers are tied to proposing 
planned activities that are the same as or a continuation of current 
activities. (Quinn 1978) Thus, instead of predicting organization 
actions based on conditions, one is more lil~ely to be able to predict 
the conditions planned. for and the proposed actions if one lmo'·ls current 
activities. Business planning may tal~e place in the wode of searchillG 
for a problem for whicl: an in-hand solution is valid. 
Question of utility. Objections to the utility of this ~odel 
center on the idea that the organizational context in which planning 
tal~es place influences plan content. Particular organizations hav~ 
their ovm character, cul ture, or lObic. (Sarrazin 1977) General company 
strengths, l-leaknesses, policies or history Iilay dictate certain alternate 
action solutions or eliulinate optimal action solutions for particular 
business conditions. The top management goal of integratin2: a 
decentralized coopany increases the likelihood that business strateGY 
for a particular business will be less than optimal. 
Organization structure and character may result in both 
conflicting objectives and inadequate or conflicting planning data 
bases. Individuals and suborgan:l.zations have often specialized for 
addressing specific organization problems. (Lal-1renCe and Lorsch 1967) 
Data essential for planning are often frasmentary or unavailable. 
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Organization priorities may be such that collecting these data, if they 
can be collected, is too expensive. (Leyshorn and Paul 1976) 
This argument says that the model isn't useful because the major 
difficulty is in deterLlining the conditions and objectives (the 
strategic 
would be 
assumptions)~ 
a model which 
not in proposing actions. A more useful ~odel 
describes the crystalization of strategic 
assumptions \orhen kno\o:ledge is incomplete and goals are ambiguous. 
(ThoQPson 1964) 
Intent of this Study 
The intent of 
business plans produced 
this study vias to compare actual content of the 
through the forrJal planning systeLl at The 
Corporation t-lith the content predicted by the model sho\m in Figure 1, 
(p. 6). By further eXa.I:lination of deviations in actual content froD 
this model, the utility and validity of tilis model could be evaluated 
and/or a more useful or valid model may be sUGgested. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY FIHl; 
The firr:L studied in this exploratory effort \las the Fast Delta 
Corporation, a 'Fortune 500' manufacturer of industrial electroniCS. 
The Corporation operates in a rapidly changing, complex environment. 
Corporation structure is a cOLlplex r:1Ultidivisional structure uhich 
includes several foreign subsidiaries and jOint ventures, centralized 
research and sales organizations, and a centralized vertically 
integrated manufacturing operation. Growth rate during the study period 
was exponential, in excess of 20%/year, and reaching almost $ 1 billion 
by the end of the period. During the study period, Fast Delta 
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Corporation product lirtes and markets \-lere heavily impact.::d by the 
sUbstantial technological innovations and changes characteristic of the 
electronics market over the last 15 years. 
During the study period The Corporation was organized as a 
multidivisional decentralized company. As Chandler (196l.!) reported, a 
survey of fifty of the laraest industrial companies sho'l-1ed that 
what may be called the tlultidivisional type of ort:;anization 
has become generally used by industrial firms carryinG on the 
most diverse economic activities. In this type of organization 
a general office plans, coordinates, and appraises the Hork of 
a nUL'lber of operating divisions and allocates to thelJ the 
necessary personnel, facilities, funds, and other resources. 
The executives in charge of these divisions in turn, he-ve under 
their comIiland most of the functions necessary for handline one 
major line of products or set of services over £ wide 
geographical area, and each of these executives is responsible 
for the financial results of 11is division and for its success 
in the market place.(p. 2) 
This multidivisional or decentralized structure was widely 
accepted by three industries including the electrical and electronic 
industry. Leaders in these industries have relied priraarily on 
diversification as an expansion strategy, and as noted by Chandler, the 
raul tidi visional form both allO\·:s and encouraGes the di versifica tion 
strategy. Tl.e Corporation, like General Electric and vlestinghouse, 
adopted the tlultidivisional foro in order to facilitate diversification. 
In the six years since adoption of the multidivisional structure, Tile 
Corporation evolved frou a coopany dooinated by a single product line to 
a corporation consisting of 19 businesses, only t'l-:o of which '·lere in the 
original product line during the period under study. 
The general multidivisional structure (Chandler 1964, 10) is 
comparable to the multidivisional structure as inplenented by The 
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Corporation. (See Figure 2, p. 15) At The Corporation, the central 
office includes central manufacturing, central research and development, 
central sales, and central finance and adUlinistration offices and 
operations. The operations organization includes four major divisions. 
Each of these is further subdivided into several marketing-engineerin~ 
organizations or business units and a manufacturing organizc.tioll. 
Divisions are generally organized by product type. Engineering and 
manufacturing concerns within each division are similar. Business units 
are also generally based 
businesses address a vertical 
on similar product type although some 
market with several different product 
types and others are based on similar distribution channel. 
The strategic planning structure at The Corporation? lil-~e those at 
other large multidivision companies, is based on the business unit. 
(See glossary, Appendix A, p. 123). The strategic business unit forEl of 
organization was initially foruJalized by General Electric.(Taylor 1976) 
At G.E., a strategic business unit consists of a single product line or 
market. A business strategy is developed for each business unit. The 
corporation for strategic purposes is assumed to consist of a collection 
of separate investment opportunities. The managers of each strateGic 
business unit compete -with each other for corporate resources via 
business plans. Each plan takes on the nature of a "business 
prospectus." 
Because of this decentralized organization structure, top 
management and middle management roles in strategic business planning 
have evolved over the last 15 years. Formerly, 'top-management' and 
'strategic' planning were synonymous (Steiner 1969), and middle managers 
I T 
GENERAL OFFICE 
DIVISION OR PRODUCT LINE 
I 
I I , , , I I 
PURCP.ASING 
SALES ENGI- HARKE! -, 1 I ~NE;;:r+, thF~ 
Figure 2. Comparison of General Multidivisional Company 
Structure (above) with Fast Delta Corporation Structure. 
General multidivisional structure example is taken from 
Chandler (1964, p. 10). Both structures illustrate the 
decentralization of operations and specialization of or-
ganizations around markets and products rather than around 
functional structures. 
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concerned themselves with operational planning and budgeting. The top 
management strategic role nOvl focusses more on the task of "unifyine:; all. 
the business lines of a company and pointing thee toward an over~ll 
goal."(Business Heek December 18,1978, 62) In the simplified strateGic 
portfolio model, the top management task is one of manaGing a portfolio 
of business investment opportunities, while middle manageueut is 
responsible for the more entrepreneurial task of developing the opti~al 
business strategy for their sub-organizations. 
The frameVlork Hithin whicl; the business planning systeo \{as 
established evolved over several years follouinG the establishment of a 
multidivision structure.(Technolof,Y Report, April, 1980) The first 
planning conference developed statenents on corporate values, purpose, 
and de facto objectives. Two years later a stateIJent of corporate intent 
was developed. In the folloHing year corporate objectives and strategic 
policies were developed and the first business plans Here l-lritten. The 
Corporation management inforuation systeIils alloH staff and manageuent at 
the central office, division, and business unit levels to monitor 
operating performance vs. plan and budget. Hanagement at division 
level is held accountable for expenses, contribution incooe statecent 
performance, order volume, inventory levels~ and net sales. 
DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS PLAlmIlJG AT THE CORPORATIOn 
The bUSiness planning pr-ocess at Fast Delta Corporation, like 
those at other similar multidivisional corpol~ations, offers three key 
features: 
1) the information flow betvleen corporate and divisional levels, 
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2) the annual frequency \-lith which strategic plans are developed 
and reviewed, 
the ties to other ruore operational planning processes 
particularly budgetinG. 
These three features are illustrated in Figure 3, (p. 18). A more 
detailed florI chart of the strategic planning process at The Corporation 
is shO\m in Figure 4, (p. 19) which also illustrates these features. 
The period covered by this study included the first six years 
after the establishuent of a forual decentralized business planninG 
system. Business unit management was annually required to sub~it a 
written plan covering a five year plan horizon in a forcat specified by 
a corporate planning staff and corporate manageoent. These plans Here 
reviewed by the planning staff and corporate manageIJent and in sor.le 
cases returned for changes and revisions. 
In the first trTO years of the six year period under study, niddle 
manageLlent was given little formal guidance in terms of perforI.iance 
objectives. In one year, planners \·lere asl~ed to provide both 
maintenance and grouth-oriented plans. 
In the last three years of the study period, the planning process 
more closely resembled Figure 3, (p. 18). Direction becawe more 
"top-down" and corporate management becaLle more specific about both 
financial and market performance objectives. In the later years of the 
study period, The Corporation planning system also more closely 
resembled Figure 3 (p. 18), in that the formal business planning process 
became more tightly coupled with other corporate planning processes. 
Initially, business planning was regarded primarily as a manageLlent 
CORPORATE 
~'" ., r I 'GUIDELINES , " AND 
FORECASTS 
, I "- 1I 
ANNUAL DIVISIONAL 
BUDGETS STRATEGIES 
J , I ["-
DIVISIONAL 
'-. ~ ACTION ,. ./ 
/ ~ 
PROGRAMS 
Figure 3. Overview of Strategic Planning Process 
Illustrating Three Key Features. The three key features 
are 1) annual cyclic process; 2) connection between 
business strategy planning and other operational plan-
ning processes particularly budgeting; and 3) cross-
level communication between corporate and divisional 
offices. Diagram from Taylor (1976). 
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development exercise and a communication process. In later years, these 
purposes re~ained important, but the two year expense and capital 
requirements forecasts developed as part of the five year plan were used 
in planning expense and capital budgets in the folloiJing year. 
The Corporation plan content and plan evaluation criteria are 
similar to those used by other conpanies. Figure 4 (p. 19), ~lhich 
includes an overview of the business unit plan development process at 
The Corporation appears very similar to the process shovm in Figure :; 
(p. 21), which illustrates the Sperry Rand process for developin~ 
"ruoLlentum plans" or lont; range plans for e~:istinG businesses. (Gedrich 
1976 ) 
Althout;;h business unit ~anagenel1t Has required to address special 
the;.les or areas of corporate concern during SOLIe years and althouGh the 
reportinG format for financial perfornance and objectives varied from 
year to year, plans generally were required to cover the saue topics. 
The follm'ling list of requIred sections in a Corporate business plan 
from the Corporate Strater.;ic Planninr Hanual (1977) appears very siLlilar 
to the list of essential elements of corporate planning provided by 
Taylor ( 1976) : business definition includinL strengths, Heal:nesses, 
synergy uith corapany, marl{et and custoner analysis, competitor analysis, 
econouic analysis, strate~ic targets with respect to grol;th, 
profitability, market share, and cash flou, strategy and action plans, 
and financial statements. 
LIHITATIONS OF THIS STUDY 
This study was characterized by several limitations: 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCANS ~ REVlNl1E Technology 
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LONG RANGE PLANS BUSIN!SS PLANS ANNUAL FROFIT PLANS 
Figure 5. Overview of the Strategic Planning Process for "Momen11r.um Plans". This 
diagram (Gedrich 1976) illustrates the process used by Sperry Rand for developing 
momentum plans, or strateg~c business plans for existing businesses. Figure 5 
focusses on the business unit role in translating internal operating assumptions 
(objectives, charter) and external operating assumptions (market, competitors) 
into action strategies and resource requirements. 
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1) The study was confined to the examination of a single cOIupany. 
The strategic planning process and structure iople~ented by this coupany 
were similar to those implemented by other companies as described in the 
lit~rature referenced above. However, the results, conclusions and 
recor~Jendations from this study can only be applied with caution to 
other companies. Since this effort was an exploratory studj' aiL~ed 
eventually at developing a better description of business plan content 
and improved techniques for evaluating plan content, the results of this 
single-company study could be tested fUrther in other cOIilpanies. 
2) DurinG the research project, t.he researcher Has eL1ployeci as 
the business unit planninG manaE;er for one of the Fast Delta Corporation 
business units. In this position, the researcher was responsible for 
coordinatinG strategic and operational planning processes in that 
business unit. The l:lajor advantages of the researcher's euploree status 
\Olere increased access to hiGhly confidential business plan content and 
increased access to middle management ideas on appropriate planninG 
logic. Employee status may, however, have introduced bias in the 
judg@ent required to code data on plan content and planninc logic. 
Every effort \"las made to reduce this bias through reducing the judS!:1ent 
required to code data. The coding process Has nearly mechanical and no 
analysis was performed until coding was complete so that preliminary 
results did not bias further coding. These efforts to reduce coding 
bias are discllssed further in Chapter III (P. 40). 
Bias whioh may have been introduced by the researcher's personal 
acquaintance with interviewees or by personal commitment to organization 
direction was reduced since the researcher was a ne\-l employee of The 
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Corporation during the study period. As a new enployee, the researcher 
was unacquainted with most of the management interviewees and also 
unacquainted with the particular problems and characteristics of most of 
the businesses and sub-organizations with which intervieuees \\'ere 
affiliated. 
Researcher bias in this study was a real danger to the validity of 
these results and is a problem which is likely to occur in any further 
research. Because of the confidential nature of much of the data 
analyzed in this study, further testing of the models sUGGested here or 
irapleI:lentation of nel-l plan evaluation methods Hill most probably be done 
by employees with the company under study. 
Study objectives were identified as those of testing an expected 
model of plan content, developing a modified model of plan content, and 
developing a modified method for evaluating plan content based on this 
modified content model. Significance and unique aspects of this study 
were discussed. A matrix of expected plan content was introduced as the 
yardstick against which plan content would be 13easured. Reasons \Olhy 
plan content may vary from this model were discussed. The study firm 
was identified as a high technoloGY, multidivisional company. The 
conpany's organization structure and strategic planning process were 
described with the intent to show that this company's planning structure 
and process are generally similar to those described in the literature 
as characteristic of other large firms. The researcher's position as an 
employee of the study company was discussed as both an advantage (access 
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to highly confidential information) and a disadvantaGe (source of bias). 
Efforts to reduce this bias were discussed. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEU OF THE LITERATURE 
The purpose of this revie\'l is to examine the Dodel of expected 
strategic plan content developed for this study, the objections to the 
assumptions on which this model is based, and an indirect oethod for 
studying these objectionso 
EXPECTED COlITENT OF FORIiAL PLAHS 
Corporate Strategy and StrateGic Plan Content 
Tilles (1963) l-lriting on the benefits and purposes of forlilal 
strategic planning, stated that a major purpose of the forcal process is 
to make strateC;y explicit. Even those authors who complain of a gap 
bet\-leen the content of formal strategic plans and corporate reality 
agree that the content of formal strategic plans should reflect a 
'slice-in-time' image of management strategic perspective. (Quinn 
1977,Quinn 1978, Koontz 1976, Hobbes and Heany 1977) 
Formal plan content should thus represent organization strategy. 
Contingency theory, based on an open systems model of the organization, 
says that organization strategy can be predicted. This was the function 
of the model of expected plan content introduced in Chapter I. The 
origins of the model of expected plan content were in the open systems 
models of organizations developed by Thoopson (1967), Lawrence and 
Lopsch (1967). The rationale for this model can be summarized as 
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follows: Organizations aim at an adaptive match of environment and 
organization characteristics. For a set of organization and environment 
condi tions there is an action set or strategy \-lhich might best enhance 
the organization's survival objective. 
In the following discussion of normative models of strategy, the 
authors referenced all used financial measures for organization success 
or survival. The strategies suggested were successful with respect to 
some objective financial measure. 
Normative llodels of strategic Plan Content 
Hofer and Rumelt developed contingency theory specifically for 
business strategy development. Hofer (1975) summarized research 
supporting a contingency theory of business strategy. Ruoelt (1979) 
covers similar ground in revie~ing what he called frame-based evaluation 
cri teria for business strategy. The messaGe from both authors l-las: 
1) Successful strategies are based on a successf'~l match betv;een 
the organization and environment context. 
2) Once the context is known, the success of alternate approaches 
can be predicted. 
3) Useful evaluation criteria are those \,lhich checl~ the proposed 
strategy against its context. 
Uor-e specific evaluation criteria are based on guidelines for 
effective strategy developed by the StrategiC Planning Institute's PIf1S 
(Profit Impact of Harket Strategy) study effort. (Schoeffler 1974, 
Schoeffler 1977) The PUiS perspective and research provide the primary 
support for the expected content model shown in Figure 1 (p. 6). 
Chief finding of the PIHS effort was that "business situations generally 
behave in a regular and predictable manner." This means: 
that we can estimate the approximate results (within 3-5 
points of ROI) of most businesses (about 90%) over a moderately 
long period (3-5 years) on the basis of observable 
characteristics of the market and of the strategies employed by 
the business and its competitors. • • • Business situations 
can be understood by an empirical scientific approach, and 
therefore the process of formulating business strategy is 
becoming an applied science.(Schoeffler 1977, p.1) 
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PIllS research identified a list of nine cajor influences on 
profitability: investment intensity, productivity, market position, 
growth of the served market, quality of the products and/or services 
offered, innovation, differentiation, vertical integration, cost push, 
and current strategic effort. Although the PIHS staff adoitted that the 
"operation of the nine major strategic influences is conplexll , they also 
showed that "the laws of the marketplace deteroine aoout 80% of the 
observed variance in operating results across different 
businesses."(Schoeffler 1977, 2) 
The relative specificity of the PIllS marketplace laws alloH the 
relation bet\Oleen conditions and strategic actions to be broken down into 
a series of expected associations between condition and action sets. 
Other sources for strategic planning guidelines included the 
Boston Consulting Group (Boston Consulting Gro~p 1974, Hedley 1976) 
research on carket share, relative competitive position, and e;:perience 
curve; empirical studies of specific product-narket problens such as 
Cooper's study of new product introductions (1979); and surveys of 
business experience such as J.T. Cannon's Business Strategy and Policy 
(1968). The specificity of these marketplace laws suggested that the 
business conditions and strategic action should be explicitly associated 
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within the context of the formal plan. 
Because these marketplace laws apply to all businesses one would 
expect to find similar pairs of conditions and actions in all effective 
business plans. Table I (p. 7) lists key variables describing common 
business conditions and actions and the expected bivariate relations 
between these conditions and actions based on the above business 
studies. This set of bivariate relations provided a mini~um set of 
lOGically related pairs of variables describinG plan content. Fast 
Del ta Corporat~.on plans were expected to contain these pairs of 
variables if this model was characteristic of the Corporation's 
strategic planning logic. The matrix model shown in Figure 1 (~. 6) 
surnnarizes these relations. 
IJJplications of Expected Plan Content Hodel for Planninr; Process 
The contingency theory of organization behavior listed above 
implied a t\010 step planning process: first conditions must be 
specified; and second, strategy and action plans must be developed. 
This process is shown in a simple block diaGram in Figure 6, (p. 33). 
This process is also implied by the order in which information was 
presented in the business unit plans as required by the Corporate 
Strategic Planning ~~nual. (1977) This process was explicit in the 
description of this and other formal planning processes discussed in 
Chapter I as well as explicit in the strategic planning guides developed 
by Steiner (1969) and Ansoff (1965). 
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OBJECTIOHS TO THE EXPECTED COnTEH'!' HODEL 
Objections to the expected content model were based on three 
arguments: 
1) the expected content Llodel \Olas too simple. 
2) the process Dodel impliea by the expected content model isn't 
valid. 
3) the expected plan content model isn't useful. 
Expected Content t·iodel Sir.lPlicity 
CharacterizinG business strate~y as a list of relatively sicple 
business context and action variables was a difficul t tasL~. THO 
problellls appeared irilHeaiately: 
1) the difficulty of choosing a list of characteristics which were 
both simple and complete, and 
2) the limitations of Vie\-linG only bivariate relations bet\·:eeIl 
variables. 
Hiller (1979) pointed up that bivarate-based (ie product-morr.ent 
correlations) contingency theor~" research has resulted in contradictory 
findings. He concluded that bivariate relations are insufficient to 
capture the complexity of organizations' environments and sUbgests that 
more useful results could be attained by studyine more closely sgecified 
contexts. 
Hofer (1975) addressed Hiller's concerns in his article when he 
cho4seses a relatively complex, synthetic concept such as product life 
cycle phase as the key determining factor in business strategy. His Olm 
normative business strategy propositions listed six context descriptors 
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in addition to life cycle phase before prescribing actions. As he 
pointed out, hO\-lever, extending this approach 'Hould mean countless 
thousands of propositions for each combination of significaDt context 
descriptors. 
The codel, 
6), and Table I (p. 
based on bivariate relations shoun in FiGure 1 (p. 
7), allo\-led a simple comparison of actu&l plans 
\-lith the results of descriptive business research. HO\lever, the absence 
of appropriate catches between context and proposed actions in 
Corporation plans may siLlpl~' have indicated as lIiller (1979) sus~ested 
that strategy is too complicated to capture as a coobination of 
bivariate relations. For this reason further analysis of deviations in 
actual plans froD the plan model relied on techniques \·:hich identify 
I:lore cCfJplicated relationships among variables. 
Process Hodel Validity 
The argurJent that the iLlplied process uodel Hasn't valid centered 
on an alternative vie\'l of the strateGY setting process. In this viel':, 
introduced in Chapter I (p. 4), strateGY is fixed and the ol"'ganization 
searches for an enviro~~ent for which a particular specific strateGY is 
successful. This is exactly the opposite of the expected model Hhich 
says that strategy is based on an analysis of the environuent. ~ahal 
( 1976) developed this model of organization adaption in general systerilS 
teres. He concluded that "conditions = f(strateGY proposed)" is a 
viable alternative model of organization planning. Business strateGY 
literature offers several examples of this approach. The most common 
examples dealt with the task of defining targeted market segments. In 
"Strategies for Low Harket Share Businesses," HarlLlermesh et al (1978) 
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argued that small share businesses needn't always try to gro\-l. An 
alternative stratesy is chanc;inc the environment by resegmentinG the 
market. Redefinine the environment means that strategies which couldn't 
succeed in the larger environment may succeed in a more restricted 
environcent. The key role that marl~et share estimates play in business 
strategy literature makes market redefinition and reseQ.1enta tion 
particularly important lihen the orGanization is constrainea by current 
conai tions that it is ur!£lole or umlillin.:... to c:ian.::;e. 
Boti. the literature and inforual COr.llllents frorJ [uanaGers sUGGest 
that this approach is uidely used. They agreed that strong 
considerations in strateGY setting are current position, current 
IilolilentULl, and current activities of the organization. (Drucker 1973, 
123) 
CJ.·ert and Harcl1' s behavioral theory of the organiz ... tion (1963, 34) 
and Quinn's concept of lOGical increIJel1talisl~l ( 197 b) stressed the 
importance of learning from current activities and preCipitatinG events. 
The benefits of the increr.lental approach are that it "inproves the 
information content and the process aspect" of decision-makinz by 
alloliine; participants to test assumptions and build support and cOlufort 
aeong others. 
According to Fast Delta Corporation managers, the major step in 
the annual stratebic planning process Has an assessment of current 
activi ties and a testing of these activities against a personal IJodel 
based on experience, expectations, and analysis of data. The strategy 
development process was based on the SUill of experience which one general 
manager called "gut feel". These inforlilal cODL1ents suggested that one of 
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the best sources for explicit assumptions stated in plans is the 
experience generated by current activities. 
The above literature and informal comments sUbbested the lilodifiecl 
block diagrar:l of the planning process shown in Figure 7, ( p. 3,3 ). 
Both Figure 6 (p. 33) and Figure 7 (p. 3l) depict planning as a 
unidirectional process. This vieu lllay be too siraple. liost authors on 
the normative planning process emphasize the importance of iteration, or 
checking results against analysis of conditions. Neither the norI,:ative 
planning process tlodel nor the model sholln in Fic;ure 7 (p. 33) shoulci be 
more doninant. The addition of lIiteratioll ll [,0 the initial 
uni-direct.ional uodel is the essence of the concept of "adaptive 
planning" O1intzberg 1973). HOHever, in practical planninG 
applications, the iterative process uay not be iupleLlented. Informal 
COltlf.lents fror;l Fast Delta Corporation managers indicated tl:at under time, 
resource, and process constraints, they siuplified the fOrlijal process to 
a uni-directional non-iterative process. It Has not clear uhich process 
model uas more descriptive of planning at The Corporation and what 
itlpact this I:light have on plan content. 
HOdel Utility 
Guth (1976) sur.lI.tarized the lJork of Ansoff (1965), Steiner (1969), 
and others when he identified the basic intellectual tasks of strategy 
formulation as: 
1) the assessment of environmental conditions and trends and 
identification of opportunity and threat 2) the determination of 
comparative strengths and weaknesses of the organization for 
competing in particular product, market areas 3) the 
identification of the objectives, goals, and values to be served 
by the organization 4) the identification of the requirerJents of 
... 
FORMAL PLAN CONTEXT 
(1) (2) 
CONDITIONS AND _____ )~ ACTION 
ASSUNPTIONS PLANS 
MARKETPLACE LAWS 
Figure 6, Hodel of normative Planning Process. This sicplified 
block diagram illustrates the norrna~1ve planning process as 
implied by the Corporate Strategic Planning Hanual (1977). 
First, business conditions are specified. Second, based on 
these conditions and on marketplace laws, actions are proposed. 
This process should produce results consistent with those 
predicted by the expected content model. 
FORMAL PLAN CONTEXT 
(2) (1) 
..... CONDITIONS AND ---7 ACTION ...... , ASSUMPTIONS PLANS / 
./ 
/ :" " 
MARKETPLACE LAWS 
Figure 7. Hodel of Hodified Planning Process. This model is 
based on the suggestion that current activities and strategies 
play a major role in strategy formulation. First, action plans 
or strategies are specified. Second, assumptions about business 
conditions which are consistent with these current activities 
are developed. Because the format of the formal plan was fixed 
as required by th~ Corporate Strategic Planning Uanual (1977), 
the format of the plan continues to imply that the process used 
was that shown in Figure 6. 
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a chosen strategy on the particular management structure in 
order to implement that strategy effectively and efficiently. 
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The expected content model is what Thompson called an "efficient" 
model (1967, 86) and what Allison (1971) called a "rational actor" 
model. By efficient, Thompson meant tbat plan content can be evaluated 
in terms of "relative perfection. n (1967,'86) That is, "was the effect 
produced for least cost?" or "was the greatest result produced for a 
given amount of resources?" The rational actor model assumes not only 
efficiency evaluation criteria but a structured problem solving process. 
In the rational actor model, the tasks described by Guth are achieved 
easily because of two key simplifing assumptions: 
1) The planner or decision-maker is rational. That is, the filter 
between "reality" and the development of explicit assumptions is 
transparent and the strategy is based on complete information about the 
real world. 
2) The plans and decisions are made by a unitary decision-maker. 
"Standards of desirability" or values are crystalized and unambiguous. 
(Thompson 1967) 
Under these simpl~fying assumptions or premises, Guth's condition 
specification processes are trivial tasks of collecting data. 
The argument that this model is not useful centers on the work by 
Allison, Thompson, Guth, Cyert and March and others who suggested that 
these premises are too simple. Knowledge is never complete nor are 
values crystalized. 
Incomplete Knowledge. The difficulties of planning with 
incomplete knowledge are well documented. Leyshon (1976) and Paul, 
Donavan, and Taylor (1967) identified the practical problems in 
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gathering information on current conditions, integrating this as a set 
of assumptions in a timely way and forecasting in a changing world. 
The decentralized business unit-based planning ~em partially 
addressed these difficulties. This is because this structure allowed the 
individuals who are experts in a particular business to develop the 
plans. . rile t.'3chn:';;,al tools of analysis and forecastin.g are more 
appropriate to the business planning task of developing an optimum 
business plan than ~o the more difficult corporate planning task of 
trying to balance and integrate the investment portfolio of corporate 
businesses. (Business ~ December 18,1978, 62) 
Despite the business unit structure which involves more "experts" 
in plan development, differences in individuals' knowledge bases can 
contribute even at the bUsiness unit level to different "standards of 
desirability." Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) have studied what might be 
called centrifugal forces operating on organizations against unity and 
integration. They identified a chief difficulty in integrating 
different functional areas. They concluded that differences among 
functional groups are baSic (differences in goal orientation, time 
orientation, and interpersonal orientation). These differences are 
unresolvable since they are adaptive to solving the functional problems 
which must be addressed if the organization is to survive. The impact 
ot differences in functional perspective on strategic planning 
perspectives is unclear since functional problems are typically regarded 
as more operational and less strategic. 
Ambiguous and Conflicting Values and Objectives. While the 
bUsiness unit structure partially addresses the incomplete knowledge 
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problem, it introduces nel'l complexities into the problem of planning 
with ambiguous objectives and values. ~lith more individuals and more 
suborganizations involved, the task of resolving differences and 
integrating conflicting objectives is more difficult. 
The Business k~eel: report on the "Uei-l Planning" (DeCeI:1ber 18,1978) 
reinforced this perception of the expected content tlodel as inadequate. 
Even though the neu planning may allol'; the development of more 
"efficient" business plans, corporate planners Dust still inteGrate 
these plans in order to develop a corporate strate.;y. The lOGic behind 
a particular business plan which can be easily inteGrated with corporate 
level strategy is not necessarily the saLle as "efficient" lo(;ic. 
Efficient lOGic may dictate ag[~ressive product developrJent effort and 
heavy resource use for a business which is not high on the corporate 
list of business priorities. \,11 thout the resources available for 
product developnent the business must opt for another less optiual 
strategr. 
Literature offered tuo alternate views of the iLlpact of 
conflicting objectives on strategy planning. Both vie'l';s, hOilever, 
agreed that the simple efficient nodel is not useful in predictin~ the 
outcome of the strate6ic planning process. 
1) One vieu was that conflicting objectives among suborganizations 
and individuals mean that an organization does not operate as an 
integrated whole. Cyert and Harch (1963, 36) concluded that the 
organization may appear integrated even while suborganizations are aimed. 
at achieving conflicting goals. This is because there is enough 
organization "slack" so that suborganizations cai1 pull in different 
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directions without pulling the organization apart. Allison (1971) 
summarized both this model and an alternate "bureaucratic politics· 
model which assumes conflicting objectives among individuals. Both 
models described the dynamics behind what is included in a strategic or 
any other plan and how the plan is used and evaluated by its readers. 
Neither model depended on the quality or efficiency of the plan content 
because both assumed that other reasons outside the formal plan logic 
better explain plan content and eval~ation. 
2) A second view supported by Emshoff and Mitroff (1979, 1~78), 
Vancil (1976), and Sarrazin (1977-78) was that organization dynamics 
can be addressed and controlled so that an integrated strategy can be 
developed and implemented. These authors offered three complementary 
suggestions for improving the process by which objectives and the logic 
relating conditions with appropriate actions are developed. 
a) Mitroff and Emshoff developed a formal strategic 
assumption analysis based on a Hegelian debate process which assumes 
conflict and bias among partiCipants. 
b) Vancil developed a conceptual 
organization strategy which involves management at 
"an intricate web of personal statements.ft 
model 
all 
c) Sarrazin suggested an informal 
of integrated 
levels through 
but deliberate 
apprenticeship program for managers in the corporate strategic logic. 
The first view suggested that formal plans are unlikely to reflect 
either the efficient logic of the expected content model or any other 
logical pattern. The second view suggested that if the corporation has 
attempted to integrate strategy the bUSiness plans may well demonstrate 
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a consistent approach even if it is not the efficient logic of the 
expected content model. In either case, the efficient model is not 
useful in predi~1ngplan content because other ~rocesses uominate the 
normative planning process. 
TECHNIQUES FOR STUDYING ASSUMPTION SETS 
While the task of studying assumptions-strategy match was 
initially a straightforward comparison of actual against model, the task 
of explaining deviations from the model was more complicated. Wilcox 
(1972) pOinted this out in his study of decision assumptions. He viewed 
assumptions as a "network of causal relationships" linking goals and the 
perceived situation to the consequences of decision. In a 
non-optimizing decision process, such as the decision of what strategies 
to propose in a formal plan, he identified two ways to determine the 
relevant assumption set. The first was via direct modeling of the 
decision net. This required direct observation of what Newall, Shaw and 
Simon (1958) called the problem-solving protocols and has been used 
extensively in management studies.(Cyert et al 1956, Mlntzberg et al 
1976) Clarkson (1962), in his effort to predict trust officer investment 
decisions, used this approach very successfully. 
The seoond way of determining the assumption set was the indirect 
method used in public opinion polling, market research, and cognitively 
oriented psychology. PartiCipants made a large number of independent 
choices and these data were analyzed 
multi-dimensional scaling to determine 
via factor analysis or 
the underlying attributes or 
dimensions of the positive choice objects. Wilcox' indireot approach was 
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similar to the factor analysis and similarity coefficient approaches 
used here to search for complex plan logic. 
SUHHARY 
This chapter revie\-1ed the backGround literQture relevant to the 
problems of describing and evaluating strateGic business plan content. 
Normative plan content models sueeested that plan content should convey 
a logical and consistent association bet\\een the assumptions about tl:e 
organization's environment and planned or proposed strategies and 
actions to address these assumptions. Inplied in this model of plan 
logic was a tuo step process of identifying these assucptions and 
proposing strateSies based on these. This chapter also included a 
revievl of business research on the consequences of specific assunptions 
for organization strategies. Selected results of this research were 
sUIllLlarized as the expected plan content model used in this study. 
Li terature suggestinG that this model lIas not adequate "las also 
reviewed. Various authors have areued that bivariate-based Iilodels are 
too simple for describine a complex subject such as strategy settinG; 
that the implied process model is neither used nor is it the only 
appropriate planning process; and, that efforts to model the strategy 
setting process and predict strateGic content oust focus on strategic 
assuoption development, not strate/;y selection. TriO alternate 
techniques were reVie\'led for studying assunption sets. This study 
relies on indirect rather than direct methods for identifying underlying 
strategic lOGiC. 
CHAPTER III 
STUDY HETHOD 
This chapter includes an overview and description of the methods 
used to gather and analyze data about the strategic planning logic used 
at Fast Delta Corporation. The tvlO primary data sources were the actual 
content of The Corporation business plans and the questionnaires on 
strategic planning completed by Fast Delta Corporation managers. The 
rationale for the data sources and statistical tests chosen is presented 
in the "Overview of Hethod" (p.40). A flovi chart summarizing the study 
procedure is shown in Figure 8 (p.41). The remainder of the chapter 
provides a more detailed description of each data collection and 
analysis step. 
OVERVIEH OF UETHOD 
The prelininary technique used to evaluate the Fast Delta 
Corporation business planning content was a goodness of fit test of 
actual Corporation plan content against the expected content model. 
The model, shown as a matrix in Figure 1 (p. 6), associates certain 
actions with certain assumptions in a strategic plan. If a condition 
assucption is present, certain action plans should also be present. 
Each business unit plan was checked for the presence of the condition 
and action pairs shown in Figure 1 (p. 6). The reasons behind the 
results of this comparison between expected and actual plan content lliay 
I-- .,.Ann S1UI'f .'llnUIl - ..... 1 ........ ------ DATil CGU.ECTIOII --___ .+__ 111M nus --+- PIOCtSSIIi + ClUTMnus + 
I .. tlf, 
.. rtlct..,.tI 
Figure 8. Flow Chart Summarizing Study Method, This flow chart describes 
the functional steps in this study process. }~jor steps were study defini-
tion, data collection, input file development, data analysis, output file 
development, and examination of results. The two major data sources were 
Fast Delta Corporation plans (1) and managers~ completed questionnaires (2). 
A third data source was business strategy case studies (3). Output files 
containing the results of statistical routines are shown as (4) - (10). The 
two sources for statistical routines were the SPSS package (11) (Nie et al 
1974) and BASIC routines shown in Appendix C (p. ). 
ElMIIIo\TlOIIS .--' 
Of .SULTS ., 
~ .... 
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be identified with further analysis. This further analysis, based on 
objections to the expected content model discussed in Chapter II (Pe29) 
may suggest both a modified model and content evaluation methods based 
on this modified model. 
Description of this process is discussed in "Hodel Comparison" 
(p •. 45) and the results are discussed in Chapter IV, "Goodness of Fit 
Test" (p •. 65). 
Objections to the Expected Content Hodel Based on its Simplicity 
Because strategy may be Qore cooplicated than simply paired 
conditions and action plans, two other tests for consistent association 
of conditions with actions were developed: 
1) The first was a test of sirJilarity among strategic plans 
listing the same condition of business. Even if strategy \>lere more 
complex than paired association bet\Jeen a condition and an action, plans 
\-lhich agreed on the presence of a condition should agree oore on 
proposed actions than plans which did not agree on the presence of this 
same condition. Development of this similarity measure is discussed in 
the second section of Chapter III, "Corporate Consistency" (P. 49). The 
results are discussed in the second section of Chapter IV (P.6S). 
2) The second was a factor analysiS test. Factor analysis of plan 
content was used to explore for more conplex associations among 
variables describing plan content. If the expected content model is 
correct, factors identified should consist of the paired associations 
among variables as shown in Table I (P. 7). This approach is discussed 
in "Factor Analysis", (p.52). The results are discussed in the third 
section of Chapter IV (P.71). 
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The discussion in Chapter II suggested several reasons why these 
expected pairs of condition and action variables may not be found. 
These included constraints imposed by the operating context of planning, 
and constraints imposed by the organizational context. The fourth and 
fifth sections of Chapter III and Chapter IV examine the influence of 
operating context. The sixth and seventh sections of Chapter III and 
Chapter IV examine the influence on plan content of organizational 
constraints. 
Objections to the Expected Content Hodel based on Operating Context 
~~o approaches were used to study the influence cf operating 
context or current activities on strategic plan content: 
1) Information about the plans other than content was collected. 
This information included the year the plan was l~ritten and recent 
performance history and performance forecasts for the strategic business 
unit. Content variables were checked for significant association \'lith 
these non-content descriptors. 
2) Corporation managers were asked to participate in an 
experiment. A tlofO part questionnaire was distributed to managers vlho 
had partiCipated in the formal business planning process the previous 
year. In part A of the questionnaire managers were asked to develop 
action plans when a set of condition assumptions \'las provided. In part 
B, managers were asked to develop an assu~ption set when an action plan 
was provided. Questionnaire responses were coded and analyzed using the 
same procedures as those used for analyzinG plans. One would expect the 
results from part A to match the expected results predicted by the 
expected content model. If the results from part B were more similar to 
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the results of the formal plan content analysis, one would expect that 
current activities played a siGnificant role in deterIJinin3 forIi~al 
strategic plan content. The fourth section of Chapter III, "Hon-Content 
Descriptors" (p.S3) discusses the Llethod for gathering data on the 
non-content characteristics of plans. The result of this analysis is 
discussed in the fourth section of Chapter IV, (p.7S). The developnent 
of the planning exercise and questionnaire, procedure, and analysis is 
discussed in the fifth section of Chapter III, "Planning Exercise", 
(P.· 55) and the results are discussed in "Planning Exercise tl , Ci:apter 
IV, (P •. 79). 
Objections to the Expected Content i";odel baseu on Orsanizational Conte:;~t 
If organizational factors affect plan content, there should be 
more sir.1ilarity in strateGic content atlons Corporation plans than ai 0 1:':; 
the strategic plans of businesses frou different cODpanies. Case 
studies in strate~ic plannin~ vere substituted for actual strate~ic 
plans since data froLl plans of di.fferent companies llould be difficult to 
collect. The Sitlilarity measure discussed above t·:as applied to data on 
the content of these case studies and the results i.ere cOl~.parecl "\iith 
similarity coefficients froIl Corporation formal plans. This process is 
described in "Relative Corporate Consistency", Chapter III, (P.59), and 
the results are discussed in the sixth section of Chapter IV, (p.82). 
Discussion in Chapter II sUGGested that if organizational 
constraints affect strateGic planninC lOGiC, individuals with lonGer 
length of service and higher organizational position should agree with 
each other more in strategic perspective. On the other hand if 
functional training deternined strateGic perspective, content variables 
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selected in the planning experiment should be closely associated with 
professional background of planners. Agreement should be higher within 
similar professional groups than between these groups. 
Method for gathering and analyzing data on the individual 
characteristics of managers who participated in the planning experiment, 
for comparing individual planning experiment response with professional 
characteristics and for developing agreement measures within similar 
groups is discussed in the last section of Chapter III (p.61). Results 
are discussed in the last section of Chapter IV (p.87). 
MODEL COMPARISON: EXPECTED CONTENT VS ACTUAL STRATEGIC PLAN CONTENT 
Steps in comparing the Fast Delta Corporation business plan 
content with the expected content model included: 
1) the development of an expected content model. This included 
the selection and definition of the variables shown in Table I (p. 7) 
as the expected content model and the identification of expected 
relationships between these content variables as shown in Figure 1 
(p. 6). 
2) coding business unit plans for the presence of these variables 
3) identification of significant joint frequencies of condition 
and action variables 
4) comparison of significant joint frequencies found in 
Corporation strategic business plans with expected pairs of conditions 
and actions suggested by the expected content model. 
Variable Selection 
The list of conditions and action descriptors suggested in the 
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expected content model is shown in Table I. (P. 7) Criteria for the 
variables selected"to describe plan content were: 
1) Variable was suggested as important or relevant by one or more 
references from business literature review above. 
2) Variable frequently appeared in a preliminary study of seven 
business plans from three business units within Fast Delta Corporation. 
In this preliminary study, key topics, issues, areas of concern, and 
proposed actions were listed and organized under such categories as 
market position, market characteristics, objectives, business strenGths, 
actions impacting financial position, marketing actions, and engineering 
actions. 
3) Variable 
business strategy. 
possible business 
contributed to relative "completeness" in describing 
While it was clearly impossible to describe all 
assumptions and action plans using a combination of 
statements, this list was selected as a best effort to cover these 
alternatives as completely as possible. 
4) Variable was easy to detect as "present". Because only 
assumptions and actions which could be coded as definitely present in 
the document were included, only very specific stateoents of conditions, 
objectives, and strateGies were chosen. This proved particularly 
limiting in the selection of strategies (see v18-v27). strategies were 
usually stated in either a very general or global way or else ~n a way 
unique to the particular business. For this reason, what frequently 
appeared as a "strategy package" was described as a combination of 
fairly specific action plans which could be coded as "present" or 
proposed in the plan. 
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This criterion was especially important in order to address the 
potential effects of researcher bias in coding business plan content and 
in order to assure that the experiment could be duplicated with 
comparable results in other firms. 
Seventeen variables describing conditions were selected (v1-v17). 
Ten variables describing strategies were selected (v18-v27). 
Variable Coding 
One-hundred-nineteen formal business plans were examined and coded 
for the presenoe of the variables described in Table I (p. 7). These 
plans represented 100% of the formal plans produced through the formal 
planning process over a six-year period. These plans ranged from three 
to almost 100 pages in length but generally follo~led the format 
described in Chapter I (p.20). Each plan described a single business, 
as that business was conceived in the plan year. During the study 
period The Corporation was organized into an average of 20 businesses 
but tae specific businesses and the number of businesses varied from 
year to year. In few cases was it possible to trace longitudinally a 
business during the entire six years. 
A variable was coded as present only if an explicit statement 
matching the variable description appeared in the docu~ent. 
Appendix B (p.12S) offers an exaople of the coding process. 
Included in Appendix B is the management summary frou a real business 
plan. In this study, the entire plan was examined, not just the 
management summary. Inclusion of the summary is intended to substitute 
for the more lengthy business plan while still providing soue insight 
into the coding process. The summary is censored for confidentiality. 
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Key items are underlined. The underlined items are then coded on the 
data collection form. 
As ambiguities became apparent, variables were more closely 
defined and new coding conventions were added so that further coding was 
consistent. For example, even a fairly explicit variable such as high 
market growth rate or market grO\'lth rate over 20%/year (v1) appeared 
ambiguous when it wasn't clear whether the growth rate was stated in 
real or inflated dollars. Coding convention was revised so that gro\'lth 
rates were assumed to be in real ter~s unless otherwise stated and 
inflation was assumed at 8%/year unless otherwise stated. 
The practice of coding simple presence of a variable limited the 
types of interpretation that can be made froD this data in two ways: 
1) While presence of a variable means that the condition, 
objective or action plan is explicitly stated, absence may mean that the 
opposite is true, that the particular variable is not mentioned, or that 
the particular variable was mentioned but discounted explicitly as bei4g 
irrelevant to the act~ons taken or planned. 
2) There is no time frame associated with the coding of the 
presence of a variable. It is therefore impossible to distinguish long-
term strategies, objectives or changes in conditions. This limitation 
in variable coding required some additional coding conventions. For 
example, if the proposed strategy is "we will do a and after 3 years, we 
will do b", both a and b were coded as present unless some condition(s) 
were stated as triggering conditions for implementing b. 
Data Tabulation 
Data collected on the occurrence of variables 1-27 \-lere tabulated 
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for frequency and conditional frequency using the SPSS crosstabs 
program.(Nie et al 1975, 218) 
Data Analysis 
For each data set, the chi-square statistic was used to identify 
significantly related paired associations between conditions (v1-v17) 
and actions (v18-v27). (Mendenhall 1975, 284) Those joint frequencies 
for Chi-square "lith a<.1 were selected as significant and an SPSS 
cOriiputed <I> statistic "Tas examined for these joint frequencies. IP 
statistic ~easures strength of relationship and approaches 0 if the 
relationship appears significant due to chance. (Hie et al 1975, 224) 
CORPORATE COnSISTEHCY: CONTENT SIHILARITY Al·1ONG BUSIUESS PLAHS 
Rationale for Similarity Coefficient Calculation 
The following similarity test addresses the objection raised in 
Chapter II: analysis of paired associations among condition-strategy 
sets doesn't capture the complexity of strategic plan logic. 
The similarity test used was called a coefficient of 
relationships, matching coeffient, or coefficient of association. This 
coefficient measures resemblance or similarity among selected pairs of 
entities. In this test, resemblance of strategies is measured among 
those plans which share common condition variables. Resemblance among 
condition sets is measured for plans which propose the sa~e actions. 
If the model is correct, plans which share the same condition set 
should be more similar than those which don't. The most significant 
condition variables in planning actions should show the most similarity 
among the action sets of plans which include this condition. The 
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similarity coefficient for the hlOst siGnificant condition variables 
should be lowest when similarity of action sets is, ueasured for plans 
which don't agree on the presence of these condition variables. The 
expected content model ShOHS the cost actions positively associateci v:ith 
market grovlth rate and .3rowth objective (v2, v7). These variables are 
expected to show the uost difference in sicilarity coefficients between 
the pairs of plans v1hich agree on the presence of these conditions and 
those which don't agree. 
A key assucption in the expected content codel is that conditions 
serve as the planning preI:Jises for proposinc actions. The sinilarity 
measure can also be useci to exanine the first objection to tl:is nocel: 
since current activities playa docinant role in developinG actions, 
actions serve as tte prenises on i,hich assuwptiol1s abou.t conciitions are 
developed. Similarity coeffients measurinG condition set sir.iilarity 
aI.1on~ plan~ uhict agree on a particular t:ction C6.n be cowpured 1:iti1 
similari ty coefficents L'Jeasurin[; actio!! set agreenent for condition 
variables. Ii' cOlllWi tment to a particular action is the oasis for p12.n 
content, similarity coefficents ncasuring the condition set sil;;ilarity 
should be higher. 
Silililarity Coefficient Calculation 
Several different coefficients of Similarity have been developeG. 
for different applications. All are based on a pair\dse cOLlparison of 
cases. Each case is cOlllpared \-lith every other case along a number of 
variables or characteristics. 
In this test, cases can only be called similar with respect to a 
particular variable (v1-v27) when they agree on its presence. In 
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addition, there is no reason to weight positively matched pairs any 
differently than other pairs. The similarity coefficient which meets 
these criteria is the Coefficient of Jaccard (Sneath) which Sokol and 
Sneath (1963, 196) argue is the most promising for most taxonomic 
work. The Coefficient of Jaccard expresses similarity as the proportion 
of positive matches relative to all potential matches. Or, 
Sj = Njk I (Njk + U) 
where Njk is positive matches and U is all unmatched. 
In order to facilitate comparison of similarity coefficients among 
data sets, Sj is further expressed relative to average the averaGe 
frequency with which variables in the character set appeared. Or, 
Sj(p) = Njk I (Njk + U) * F 
where 
F = PIn * m 
where n=nur,lber of characters, m=number of cases, P=number of 
positive responses. 
BASIC prograns which selected and compared cases llhich agreed on 
the presence of a particular variable (v1-v27 above) and calculated 
similarity coeffients for the response set associated with that variable 
are shO\ln in Appendix A (p.123). Similar programs were used to calculate 
both "agreement scores" and "disagreement scores". The "agreement score" 
for a premise variable is the similarity coefficient calculated for 
those plans which agreed on the presence of this premise variable. The 
"disagreement score" for a premise variable is the similarity 
coefficient for those plans which disagreed on the presence of this 
premise variable. 
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FACTOR ANALYSIS: IDEHTIFYING C0l1PLEX COllPONEUTS OF STRATEGY 
A general assumption behind the expected content model is that 
strategy setting is based on a consistent association amonG key 
variables. The expected content model is more specific in that it 
proposes the consistent association between pairs of variables, one of 
which is a condition and the other an action. Factor analysis is 
used as an exploratory model building tool to identify other possibly 
stronger associations acong variables which aren't pairwise and don't 
depend on a distinction betvleen conditions and actions. (RuLluel 1976) 
If the expected content model is correct, the variables clustered 
on a particular factor should reflect the rna trix shOim in Figure 1 
(p. 6). Hore complex clusters of variables on a particular factor 
would indicate a more couplex approach to strategy formulation. 
Because factor analysis is intended here as a technique for 
clustering variables rather than for fitting a linear model, factor 
analYSis could be applied to ra\-l data Vlhich \-las nominal (0 or 1 
indicating either presence or absence of a character). Joint 
frequencies calculated earlier using the SPSS cross tabs prograu Here 
substituted for correlation coefficient, and the I:latrix of joint 
frequencies was subraitted in SPSS matrix format to the SPSS factor 
routine. PA1 factor routine (makes no assunptions about data structure) 
and varimax rotation (simplifies factor matrix columns) were used. (Nie 
et al 1975) This factor analysis application is not diSSimilar to the 
clustering application of factor analysis discussed by Sokol and Sneath. 
(1963) They suggest that factor loadinG results be interpreted as the 
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higher the factor loading, the more typical the variable of the factor. 
NON-conTEUT DESCRIPTORS OF CORPORATE PLANS 
If plan content were heavily influenced by the short-tern: 
operating context in which planning takes place, one ,V'Ould expect a 
close association bet'-leen plan year, past performance and short-terD 
forecasts, and the presence of variables describing content. One "lould 
expect an especially close relationship between plan year and plan 
content if short-term corporate-wide concerns dominated the planninG 
process. If short-terrI business unit operatinG concerns i-sere: douinant, 
one would e}:pect that recent perforroance and short terrJ forecasts '-lOuld 
be closely associated '-lith content variables. 
Seven additional variables were selected to describe the forual 
plans. These variables are sumnarized in Table II (P.54). Variables, 
v29-v34 describe past performance and forecast performance for sales 
growth and profitability. These variables "Yrere introduced in order to 
check whether recent perforLlance or plan objectives contributed to 
variations in plan content. These perforLlance measures and objectives 
\-1ere included in all plans, although plans froLl the first year that the 
business \-las organized as a business unit typically did not include 
data on past performance (V29,v30). Because the specific measures of 
past and forecast grouth and past and forecast profitability varied frolil 
year to year, business plans were ranked relative to other business 
plans for the same year and coded as follovIS: 
1 high growth or profitability (top fifth of businesses for 
that year) 
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TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF NON-CONTENT VARIABLES DESCRIBING PLANS 
NAME 
v28 
v29 
v30 
v31 
v32 
v33 
v34 
DESCRIPTION 
year in which plan was 
prepared 
past year per cent change 
in net sales level 
next year forecast per 
cent change in net sales 
level 
5 year forecast average 
per cent annual change 
in net sales level 
past year income as a 
per cent of net sales 
next year forecast income 
as a per cent of net sales 
income as a per cent of 
net sales in fifth year of 
plan 
EXAMPLE 
year 1 - year 6 
+11% change: below 
average 
+15% change: below 
average 
+10% change: below 
average 
+9.9%: average 
income 
+10.5%: average 
income 
+11.4% : average 
income 
2 above average grouth or profitability (2nd fifth of 
businesses for that year) 
3 average growth or profitability ~middle fifth of businesses 
for that year) 
4 beloVl average gro\·;th or profitability (4th fifth of 
businesses for that year) 
5 lowest gro\/th or profitability (bottom fifth of businesses 
fol' that year) 
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The SPSS crosstabs prograu VIas used to tabulate the jOint frequency 
with which each content variable appeared with each of the six plan 
years and \-lith each of the five rankings of the seven variables 
describing past and forecast perforIJance. As in the previous sectior:, 
SPSS-cor:lputed tests for significance and strength of relationship were 
used. Chi-square test was used as a test of significance. Cramer's V 
test was used to detercine strength of significant relationships. 
CrarJer's V is based on the <I> test described earlier and adjusts for 
tables larger than 2x2. (Hie et al 1975, 224) 
PLAI·lNIUG EXERCISE: PLANl';IIJG PROCESS VS PLAIWIHG LOGIC 
The intent behind involving Fast Delta Corporation nana:;ers in 
this planninG exercise vIas to compare the content of plans developed 
using two different processes. The first process is that implied by the 
expected content model. The second is dependent on manager cOnll:litment 
to current activities. Results of this experiment Here compared \-lith 
both the expected content model and with actual formal plan content. 
In addition, data collected on the professional backgrounds of managers 
allo\-led further analysis of the organizational constraints imposed on 
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planning lOGic. 
Planning Exercise Participants 
Business unit general manaGers, functional managers and staff 
directly reporting to business unit mana8ers typically participate in 
the business planning process. Therefore, these managers were selected 
for participation in this exercise. These managers were identified 
through the corporate roster. Approximately 80% of this study 
population \-las asked to complete t\-10 exercises in planning and to anS\1er 
three questions about their professional background and position. The 
reasons the remaining 20% were not asked to complete the questionnaire 
are discussed in a following section (p. 57 ). 
Questionnaire Development: Part A and Part B 
A preliminary questionnaire asking managers to plan using two 
different processes was developed and tested on five managers. Because 
responses to the exercise requiring that managers ignore the normative 
process could not be coded using condition variables 1-17, this portion 
of the questionnaire was revised to require more specific answers. 
A sample of the final questionnaire is shoun in Appendix D 
(p.l40). 
In the first exercise, part A, respondents were provided with a 
description of a hypothetical business' current conditions. The case 
study could be characterized as the presence of high market growth rate, 
low relative market share, profit gro,,,,th objective, market share gro,,,,th 
objective, deSign skill strength, and high quality products (v1, v3, 
v6,v7,vll,v14, see Table I, p. 7.) Variables were chosen in order to 
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create a realistic case and in order to test the expected content model. 
Respondents were asked to suggest appropriate action strateGies 
which matched these conditions. If the expected content model were 
relevant to managers' planning logic most participants should respond 
with the same action suggestions: to increase productivity, increase 
marketing effort, increase product quality, market new products to 
current markets, or divest (v18, v19, v21, v23, v25, v27, see Table I, 
p. 7 ). 
In part B, respondents were provided with an arbitrary set of 
action strategies and asked to suggest the conditions under which this 
action set might be successful. The strategy \-las characterized as the 
presence of actions to increase productivity, market new products to 
current markets and market new products to new marl~ets. (v18, v23, 
v25, see Table I, p. 7.) The expected content model suggests that sone 
condition variables (v1, v2, v3, v6, v7, vB, v9, v10, v11) should be 
paired with these action variables. However, since the process required 
to complete part B is backwards from the normative process, responses 
should show little pattern compared to the responses to part A. Part C 
is discussed in the last section of Chapter III (p.62) and requests 
information about participant background. Response forroat in parts A 
and B was open-ended but response time for all parts \'las limited to ten 
minutes. 
Administering Questionnaires 
Participants were asked individually or during business unit staff 
meetings to participate in this study. All those who were asked 
completed the questionnaire. The questionnaire was adIJinistered to 
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participants individually or in small groups of less than five managers. 
In order to provide some individual anonymity, questionnaires \-lere 
identified by group (business unit) code only. The managers who did not 
complete questionnaires were those who were absent from the staff 
meeting on the day questionnaires were distributed or those who proved 
unreachable by phone after several tries. Hanagers from each of the 
Fast Delta Corporation business units were included in this study. 
Participants who cOlilpleted the questionnaire in small groups conpleted 
it \dthout discussion amonG each other. All participants completed the 
questionnaire \lithin ten rainutes. 
Codin!; Questionnaire ReSDonses 
Case study content and participants' responses were coded for the 
presence of strateGic content variables using the 
described in the first section of Chapter III,(p. 45). 
coding method 
In part A, case 
study condition variables Here coded as presence of v1,V3,v6,v7,v11, and 
v14, and participants' responses were coded for v18-v27. In part B, 
participants' responses were coded for v1-v17, and case study-specified 
action variables Here coded as presence of v18,v23,v25. 
In some cases participants requested additional 
These requests were noted separately. For example, 
information. 
in part A, 
participants sonetimes requested more information about overall 
technological position. Other participants indirectly requested more 
information by making action plans conditional on the presence of SOI!le 
condition variable which had not been addressed in the case study. 
Coding difficulties were similar to those encountered in coding plans. 
Responses which could not be matched with variables were ignored. 
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If a response overlapped two variables both variables were coded as 
present. 
Appendix D (p •. 14G) includes an example of a coupleted 
questionnaire and coding for this response. 
Analysis of Questionnaire Results 
SPSS cross tabs programs were used to summarize the frequency loTi th 
which each variable appeared in each part of the questionnaire. 
Chi-square statistio was used to indicate significant jOint frequencies 
and Cramers V was used to indicate strength of relationship for those 
jOint frequencies for chi-square vlith a<.1. 
RELATIVE CORPORATE CONSISTENCY: COl-lPARISOH OF FORliAL PLAlJ CONTEET 
VS BUSINESS CASE STUDY COI1TEIJT 
Comparison of formal plan content with the strategic lObic 
evidenced in case studies allows the identification of the deGree of 
constraint imposed on plan logic by The Corporation. If Fast Delta 
Corporation were completely diversified, there should be no difference 
in similari ty coefficients bet'-1een plans from the SaIae company and plans 
from a variety of different companies. 
Case Studv Selection 
Data describing the coincidence of assumptions about conditions 
with actions taken or action plans were collected from bUSiness strategy 
case studies. A sample of 105 case studies was collected fron the 
business strategy sections of Business \-ieek and Electronic Business. 
These case studies represent nearly 100% of the case studies presented 
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in Electronic Business during 1977-1979 \-1hic11 Here loncer than about 
800-1000 words. Case studies from Busines::; Heek represented about 70~ 
of case studies printed in 1978-1979 Hhich dealt with industrial 
products manufacturinG coupanies. See Appendix E (pJ.46) for case study 
references. 
Differences Bet\leen Case Studies and Formal Plans 
It was expected that case studies fror.l popular L:a,:;azines woulc;, 
differ from Corporation business plans. First, the case stUdies were 
shorter. Second, case stUdies Here written for a different purpose &nti 
for a different audience than the purpose and· audience for the 
Corporation business plans. Generally, the case studies uere i!ltsndec 
to illustrate a ousiness success story. Because tile audience for case 
studies was the public, key variables rilay have been onitte<i. finally, 
the case studie::; described assuiJIJtions \-111icl: proved correct and actioi1s 
\·:hich \·lere tal·:en rather than tentative assUI:,ptiol1s aad planned actions. 
Sinilarity Coefficient Calculation 
Data froLl these sources \'lere cocieJ usinG the Sal:"le procedures as 
described in the previous sections. Appendi1~ E (p. 146) also includes 
the results of this coding proce::;s. SiIJilar difficulties \lere 
encountered. The same similarity calculations described previously ~ierG 
perforL1ed with data describinG case studies. Sir;lilar BASIC prOe;rc.:.1S 
were used. (See Appendix C, p.128~ 
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PLANHIUG EXERCISE: PLAnIJIIlG LOGIC AllD l-lAlifl.GERS' PHOFESSIOrIAL 
CHARACT3RISTICS 
The expected content model does not deal vii th differences in 
strategic lOGic based on organizational experience or organiz&tion~l 
culture and processes. Objections to the expected content model su~cest 
that this mal:es the Bodel less useful. Relationships identified betl;t:E:a 
the manager professional characteristics collected in part C of tD8 
questionnaire and the strate~ic logic identified in parts A and B could 
throil SOr5e liGht on the deviations of strateGic plan content fro". the 
e~pected content model. 
As in the eXaLlinatiol1 of strate;.:;ic plan content, illana..;;r::rs' 
responses Here exanined in t\·l0 alternative ways. First, si;;nificc:.nt 
joint frequencies between variables describing the strategio content of 
I.lanagers' responses and variables describinc the IJanaz;ers' professional 
characteristics Here identified. Second, siuilari ty among L~rol1p;:, of 
raanagers vlith respect to strategic lOGiC \la8 exal.lined. 
If the expected content model aescribed the strate~ic lObic useG 
by Corporation nanaGers, there should be no siGnificant association 
betvleen content and professional characteristics. Sir;;ilarity sbould be 
higher in part A than in part B, and there should be no differences in 
similari ty bet\-1een groups. Discussion of objections to tr..is Liodel 
suggests that: either sir.lilarity should be higher \'Ti til longer lenGth of 
service and \-lith higher manageIJent level; sicilarity should be hiGher 
within professional groups; and/or siuilarity should be higher in part B 
than in part A. In addition, sisnificant jOint frequencies of 
professional characteristics and content variables should occur. 
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Part C of the questionnaire submitted to participants asked 
managers to supply the following information on their professional 
background: length of service, training, and management level. 
Questionnaire format for Part C was multiple choice with choices 
intended to develop three approximately equal groupings of managers for 
each of the three questions. Response categories and coding are shown 
in Table III (p.63)c 
SPSS crosstabs program was used to tabulate joint frequencies of 
each category with the 27 plan content variables characterizing 
managers' answers to parts A and B. Significance and strength of 
relationship were calculated using the SPSS Chi-square and Cramers V 
tests as described in previous sections. 
Similarity coefficients for parts A and B were also calculated for 
each of the nine subgroups of managers identified through part C. 
BASIC programs similar to those used above to calculate similarity 
coefficients are shown in Appendix C, (P. 128) 
SOl-mARY 
This chapter discussed the methods used in this study. 
Preliminary steps included the selection and definition of content 
variables and the development of an expected content model. Fast Delta 
Corporation strategic business plans were coded for presence of content 
variables and compared against content expectations. Matching 
coefficient and factor analyses were also used to examine plan content. 
Other tests used to explore planning process and content in the study 
firm were aimed at examining the impact of planning- process and 
TABLE III 
VARIABLES USED TO DESCRIBE PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS 
NAME DESCRIPTION EXAHPLE 
v35 
v36 
v37 
Length of Service 
at The Corporation 
Primary Functional 
Background 
Management Level 
1 less than 8 years 
2 8 - 15 years 
3 more than 15 years 
1 engineering 
2 manufacturing 
3 marketing 
4 general business 
5 other 
1 general manager 
2 functional manager 
3 other (staff) 
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organizational constraints on content. These tests included cOhlparison 
of plan content with other plan characteristics, cOLlparison of plan 
content \<lith the strate;.;y content of business case studies and 
examination of the results of intervie\:s with Fast Delta Corporation 
managers. Intervie~: fOrIil8.t consisted of a questionnaire \;11ici1 8.s~~ed 
lllBlla.:;ers to plan business strateGY using tuo different processc::s. The 
content results of each process were co~p8.red with the expected plan 
content r.lodel. PlanninG e~~ercise content and raanager baci~ol"ound uera 
also cOLlpared usine; correlation coefficient and ruatcilil.;"; coeffici,,-:nt 
analysis. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
GOODHESS OF FIT TEST: EXPECTED CON'J'ElJT HODEL VS ACTUAL PLAl1 CONTEiIT 
Significant paired relationships amon.; variables describinG 
assuoptions and actions in Fast Delta Corporation forLlal plans are sllmm 
in Table IV (P.66). The expected content model predicted that certain 
pairs of action and assunption variables should be present in the 
business unit plans. Table IV is divided into a list of those variables 
\-1hich \'lere present as predicted by the model and those pairs of 
variable.::; uhich vlere identified as stronGly associated but Here not 
ppedicted by the Llodel. Table IV also include::; discussion of individ1.!2.l 
pairs of variables. Alternative explanations for the absence of so::,e 
variable pairs and the presence of others are discussed in follo\·;in.:.; 
sections. 
Of the 28 significant jOint frequencies predicted by the model, 
this approach checked for only 17. Only significant joint frequencies 
for variables occurring l-lith more than 15% frequency \.;ere checked for. 
The 15% frequency cut-off was chosen to compensate for relatively small 
saLlple size and very 10vl jOint frequencies for pairs \.;here variables 
occurred less than 15% of the time. This meant that even though product 
high contribution margin and actions to increase vertical integration, 
market new products to neu markets, change market structure, and divest 
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TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF CONTENT VARIABLE PAIRS WITH SIGNIFICANT 
JOINT FREQUENCIES 
EXPECTED - BASED ON BASIC MODEL 
2 
NAME X <j> DISCUSSION 
v1-v23 .05 .20 expected 
v2-v21 .07 .19 expected 
v7-v21 .02 .24 expected 
v12-v22 .01 .28 expected 
NOT EXPECTED - BASED ON BASIC MODEL 
2 
NAME X 
v14-v19 .06 
v1-v22 .01 
.19 
.28 
DISCUSSION 
Competitors' technological 
strength and action to 
increase marketing effort. 
Suggests competing in an-
other dimension in order to 
avoid "trying to beat 
competitor at his own game." 
Fast growing market and 
action proposal to market 
current products to new 
markets occur .uugether more 
frequently than expected. 
This may have occurred 
because plan format requires 
that plans describe future 
markets rather than current 
market. Thus, in plans, 
the fast growing market is 
the new market toward which 
current products will be 
aimed. This is consistent 
with Boston Consulting Group 
Advice. (Hedley 1976) 
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TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
NOT EXPECTED - BASED ON BASIC MODEL 
2 
NAME ,X 
v8.,..v21 .02 
v8-v22 .00 
.23 
.30 
DISCUSSION 
Assumption of technology 
strength occurs more fre-
quently than expected with 
action strategy to increase 
quality. 
Assumption of major tech-
nology strength occurs 
more frequently with 
action to market current 
products to new markets. 
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(v17, v20, v25, v26, and v27) were coded, this analysis did not address 
expected pairs \-1hich included these variables. Of the 17 rer.1C=.inin~ 
expected joint frequencies, four actually appeared and four other 
significant joint frequencies which were not expected appeared. 
The results of chi-square and ~. tests for significant and stronGly 
related variable pairs are also shoim in Table IV (p. 66). 
Hissing expected variable pairs \OTere spread throuchout the oatri:~ 
of expected pairs (See Figure 1, p. 6). Associations \-lith absolute and 
relative market share(v2 and v3), profit objective (v6) and i:itil product 
characteristics (v13-v16) \~cre not present as expected. The une}:pected 
pairs related to the assUI::lption of technolOGY streneth (vB). 
CORPORATE CO!iSISTEJJCY: SIEILARITY COEFFICIE1~TS FOR CORPOTII.TIOII PLAi:S 
This section discusses test results of corporation plans for 
association betlleen a preI.~ise variable and a pacl~a;::;e of resultant 
variables. 
Table V (p. 69) S11o\-:5 the agreement score (sitlilari ty coefficient 
for plans uhich agree on a prelJise variable) and disa~reer.1ent score 
(similarity coefficient for plans which don't agree on 
premise variable) for each variable. Table VI (p.70) groups variables by 
relative difference in similarity coefficient. Although all sir:lilarity 
coefficients were higher under agreement on the presence of the preoise 
variable, differences beti-ieen agreement and disagreement. were not very 
large. Only five of 14 shm·1ed differences of more than 10%. rione 
showed a difference larger than 20%. Only three of five condition 
similari ty coefficients shovled differences larger than 10% and none 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF SIMILARITY COEFFICIENTS UNDER AGREE-
MENT AND DISAGREEMENT FOR CONDITION AND FOR 
ACTION VARIABLES FOR FORMAL PLANS 
NAME AGREE DISAGREE 
vI .437 .378 
v2 .396 .363 
v3 .378 .367 
v4 .404 .356 
v5 .411 .351 
v6 .400 .367 
v7 .357 .363 
v8 .415 .359 
v9 .385 .355 
vll .319 .351 
v12 .393 .378 
v14 .374 .370 
v15 .381 .367 
v16 .430 .378 
(Average frequency of actions = .27) 
v18 .535 .506 
v19 .496 .499 
v21 .569 .501 
v22 .647 .538 
v23 .577 .504 
v24 .506 .499 
(Average frequency of conditions = .39) 
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TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF RELATIVE AGREEMENT-DISGREEMENT 
SCORE DIFFERENCES 
RELATIVE 
DIFFERENCE 
variables 
showing 20% 
difference 
variables 
showing 
10-20% 
difference 
variables 
showing less 
than 10% 
difference 
NAME 
vi ,v4,v5, 
v8,v16,v21 
v22,v23 
v2 ,v3 ,v6, 
v7, v9, vll 
v12,v14,v15 
v18,v19,v24 
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sho\Oled differences larger than 20%. 
\1hile this approach suggested that SOLle variables \OTere more 
important than others in predictinG action set, broad product line 
strength (v16) did not appear as a significant variable in the expected 
content model and did appear as a significant variable in this test of 
the formal plans. High market share and action to broaden line to 
current market (v2 and v24) \'lere expected to sho,; larger relative 
differences in similarity and shoHed no differences instead. Actions to 
increase perceived product qu~lity, market current products to nell 
segnents and [Jar'k,~t neH products to current seGments (v21, v22, v23) 
were expected to shm·: larger relative differences and instead ran.::;ej 
only 10-20% differellce. 
STI:l!TEGIC FACTOnS: FACTOn fJiALYSIS OF PLAll COl:TE(!T 
F~ctor analysis Has used to detect other patterns in the strateGic 
content of plans rrhich tiidn't conforo to the expected content !'Jodel. 
Hine factors accounted for nearly 90~; of the varidion in tile 
sru~ple. Table VII (see p.72) su~arizes the factors including eiGen 
values, percentage of variance explained, and variables associated ":ith 
each factor. Figure 9 (p. 73) shows the relationship betHeen the 
expected content model and the results of the factor analysis. 
Significant paired associations are marl<:ed if two variables appeared 
heavily loaded on the SaIne factor. Only eight of the expected 28 
relationships 
identified. 
appeared and many more 
Two of the major factors 
assucptions only. 
unexpected 
identified 
associations are 
include condition 
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TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS OF PLAN CONTENT 
FAC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
EIG 12.3 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.0 
VAR 45.5 7.4 6.5 6.1 5.8 5.3 4.9 4.5 3.7 
V 
1 .02 .12 .25 .45 .12 .49 .17 .02 .00 
2 .43 .70 .18 -.03 .22 .29 .15 .16 .27 
3 .20 .09 .42 -.11 .20 .29 .03 .10 .71 
4 .30 .48 .24 .67 .28 .14 .21 .19 .13 
5 .42 .30 .37 .34 .20 .23 .43 .29 .16 
6 .40 .51 -.13 .07 .18 .20 .08 .36 .36 
7 .11 -.00 .47 .46 .32 .10 .44 .23 .35 
8 .19 .24 .11 .26 .34 .45 .60 .18 .24 
9 .43 .29 .55 -.02 .33 .24 .27 .53 -.09 
10 .14 .11 .10 .07 .08 .06 .09 .07 .09 
11 .17 .05 -.09 .31 .10 .02 .22 .12 .84 
12 .19 .25 .09 .25 .16 .46 .68 .01 -.09 
13 -.00 .07 .13 .04 -.03 -.01 1.0 .03 .18 
14 .35 .40 .29 .15 .45 .43 -.01 -.05 .19 
15 .07 .22 .20 .46 .29 .30 .08 .45 .09 
16 .09 .49 .24 -.14 .07 .47 .08 .38 .15 
17 .01 1.0 .08 .20 .02 -.02 .15 .00 -.07 
18 .53 .18 .22 .04 .25 .11 .04 .49 .09 
19 .27 .03 .25 .31 .78 .07 .01 .17 -.03 
20 .00 .12 .04 -.02 1.0 .15 .13 .07 .25 
21 .73 .06 .23 .22 .04 .47 .04 .05 .04 
22 .20 .04 .08 .23 .14 .90 .15 .02 .15 
23 .23 .11 .68 .20 .12 .12 .11 .32 .02 
24 .89 .11 .13 .06 .09 .01 .09 -.00 .20 
25 .12 .08 .94 .14 .09 .09 .10 -.06 .06 
26 .09 .03 .11 .91 .04 .17 .11 .12 .11 
27 -.00 .02 .05 .20 .03 -.05 .04 .99 .13 
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ACTION VARIABLES 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
1 F F B B F 
2 B/F B B/F B F B 
C 3 B B F B/F 
(;) 
N 4 F 
D 
I 5 F F F F F 
T 
I 6 B/F B/F F B 
a 
N 7 B/F F B B B/F B/F F 
V 8 F F F F B B 
A 
R 9 F F F F B/F B/F F 
I 
A 10 B 
B 
L 11 B 
E 
S 12 F B/F 
13 
14 F F F B/F F 
15 F B F 
16 F B F F 
17 B 
Figure 8. Comparison of Factor Analysis Results with the 
Basic Model from Figure 1. (B) indicates a pair of condi-
tion - action variables expected from the basic model. 
(F) indicates variable pairs which appeared heavily loaded 
on the same factor. (B/F) indicates variable pairs which 
were both expected based on the basic model and identified 
through factor analysis. 
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Hhile factor 2 and 7 (p.72) didn't include action variables, they 
do include profit and [Jarl:et share groHth objectives (v6, v7). Six of 
the seven factors explaininc the nlost variance included signific~nt 
loadings on at least one of these variables describinb objectivez. 
Sarrazin's (1977) sUGgestion that objectives and forec~sts are uor~ 
important plan content than action proposals is in part support.ed. 
Ideally, one 'Iwuld have ej~pected each factor to cOl1si::;t of very 
feil heavily loaded val"iables. Instead: 
1) i,lost factors included [Jore than a fei; heavily loaded variables. 
Factor 1 (p.72), for eXar.Jple, (45.% of the variance), loaded heavily on 
the largest nU1Jber of variables. It characterized a business uith larGe 
l;1arket share and custoLler technolot;ical need as oajor Llar~:et driver. 
Uajor objective 'Vlas increased profit and strE;nGths \lere nari:et strenctf' 
and product quality. Hajor actions uere to decrease costs, increase 
qUc;,lity, and broaden the product line. Rather than describing business 
planni~ principles, factor 1 and others appear as descriptive SU~JJaries 
of the types of business in which The Corporation participates. 
2) ifust condition variables loaded at or above .4000 on norE; than 
one factor. This sur;gE;sts that variables studied here as sir.lple content 
variables actually had lJOre cOLl~lex content for strateGic plannins 
purposes. For exar.lple, hiGh market eroutl1 rate (v1) miS alLlost ec;.udly 
loadsd on factors 4 and 6 (p.72). Factors 4 and 6 shared no other 
corJIlon variables and "hiGh marl~et growth" appeared to have diffGrent 
implications for eaC!1 factor. 
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NOIJ-COHTENT DESCRIPTORS: PLAH CHARACTERISTICS AIID PLAn COl:l'ErlT 
Table VIII (P.76) surnI'Jarizes variables vThich \-1ere siGnificantl~r 
correlated with plan year and perforr.lance. Criteria for inclusion in 
this chart was that variables appear vlith r;reater than 155; frequency 
over sample, and a<.1. 0 tests indicatinz strencth of relatiom;l1ip 
ranged from .25 to .40. 
Significant variable frequency cnanSBs with ti~e exhibiteti tt:o 
patterns. The first \'las th~t pattern characteristic of hi:)l product 
quali ty strencth and action to incr6ase marketin,::; effort (v14 ami v19). 
Durin~ the six-year period v14 and v19 appear at a siGnificantl:t 
different frequency in one of the si~ years. This sUGGests either a 
one-tine event such as a traininc proGraLl or a one-time corpcrate 
concern. DesiGn skill strength and action to broaden product li!~ to 
current li1arl~et (v11 and v24) exhibited !3l"'aaual cl1al1r:;es in f'rc::c;uencJ- over 
time in \-That Has r.lore lil{ely a change consistent \-lith the e:-::pectec!. 
content model. V11 and v24 Kere predicted by trle r:!otiel to bE: C105e1] 
associa ted and resu1 ts hel.~e and in "Goodness of FitTest" (p .65) confirl:: 
tl1is. Profit groHth objective (v6) was associated i·:iti1 plan year only. 
This sugGests that profit objective statehlents were tied to short terL. 
corporate goals and concerns. 
Table IX (p.77) SUl'.:'Ii1arizes content variables uhicl: Here 
significantly associated \11 th past perforIJance and perforr.lance forecasts 
included in the business unit plans. 
Correlations of Llarl~et gro1,-:th rate, Iilarket sl1are (v 1, v2) ~ii til 
profitability and Brm·;th perforr,lance and forecasts were expected. The 
correlation of the gro\:th objectivE: (v7) \'lith the five-year gr01:itil 
NAME 
v6 
vll 
v14 
v19 
v24 
2 
X 
.05 
.01 
.05 
.10 
.10 
TABLE VIII 
CONTENT VARIABLES SIGNIFICANTLY ASSOCIATED 
. WITH PLAN YEtill. 
V DISCUSSION 
.30 The ratio of businesses listing this objective 
to those not listing changes dramatically from 
as high as 1:4 in one year to as low as 1:2.5 
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in other years. This objective (increase profit) 
appears clpsely tied to annual changes in finan-
c ial obj ectives • 
• 36 This highly significant. correlation was based on 
a variation of from 5% to 50% of the businesses 
including design skill as a major strength. No 
one explanation is satisfactory sirlce planners 
may have valued this quality more in SIOIlle years, 
competitive position may have changed, business 
mix may have changed, or corporate values may 
have changed. 
.30 This significance score appears high because in 
one year, the number of businesses including this 
assumption (high product quality) was about one-
third the average of other years • 
• 2r. This Significance score appears high because in 
one year, action to increase marketing effort 
appeared in twice as many plans as in other years. 
This suggests a corporate-wide concern for market 
posit5.on. 
.28 The per cent of plans including this activity'· 
ranges from 28% to 62%. Broadening product line 
represents a comparatively conservative approach 
for this industry. Data pattern suggests that if 
more history was available, this variable may 
follow a cyclic pattern. 
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TABLE IX 
CONTENT VARIABLES SIGNIFICANTLY ASSOCIATED 
WITH PAST PERFORMANCE AND PERFORMANCE 
'FORECASTS 
NAME 
2 
X 
v22-v29 .08 
v3-v30 .03 
v16-v30 .03 
v22-v30 .02 
vl-v31 .04 
v7-v31 .00 
V DISCUSSION 
.30 Past relative sales growth and proposed action 
to introduce a current product to a new market. 
Almost half of the plans proposing this action 
indicated previous year's growth at slightly 
above average • 
• 33 1 year growth forecast and assumption that market 
was fragmented. More than a third of the plans 
including this assumption forecast above average 
)' growth the following year. However, a much 
smaller protion forecast very high growth • 
• 24 1 year growth forecast and assumption that a 
broad product line provides a major bukiness 
strength. More than a third of the plans includ-
ing this assumption forecast slightly below 
average growth • 
• 34 1 year growth forecast and action proposal to 
introduce current products to new markets. More 
than two-thirds of the plans including this pro-
posal forecast above average or highest growth 
forecasts for the following year. 
.31 5 year growth forecast and assumption that mar-
ket was growing at a rapid rate. More than half 
of the businesses including this assumption fore-
cast slightly above average or highest growth over 
5 years • 
• 43 5 year growth forecast and major objective of 
market share growth. More than half of the bus-
inesses including this assumption in their plans 
forecast highest or above average growth over 
the five year period. 
2 
NAME X 
v2-v33 .00 
v4-v33 .00 
v21-v34 .02 
v15-v34 .12 
v16-v34 .12 
.. 
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TABLE IX (CONTINUED) 
V DISCUSSION 
.47 1 year profit forecast and the assumption of high 
market share. One third of the businesses indi-
cating this market characteristic forecast above 
average profitability. Three-quarters forecast 
average to highest profitability. 
.42 1 year profit forecast and the assumption that 
competitors' technological pressure was a major 
market driver. Less than 10% of the bu~iriesses 
reporting this assumption forecast the highest 
profitability for the fo11~wtng year. 
.33 . profit forecast for the fifth year of the plan 
and action proposal to increase quality. Almost 
two-thirds of those businesses who planned to in-
crease product quality forecast above average or 
or average profits for the fifth year of the plan. 
.27 profit forecast for the fifth year of the plan 
and assumption that highly differentiated products 
provide a business strength. Almost three-
quarters of the bu~itiesses indicating this also 
indicated above average profitability. 
.27 profit forecast for the fifth year of the plan and 
assumption that a broad product line was a busi-
ness strength. Almost half of the businesses 
indicating this assumption forecast above average 
profitability. 
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forecast was also expected; although if forecasts were more key than 
content both profitability and growth objectives (v6, v7) should 11avo:;; 
been associated with more forecast measures. Because ~ore variables 
were associated with five-year forecasts than \'iith past perfori:iC~nc8, 
these results suggest that past performance was less relevant than 
forecast content to plan content. Of the 10 variables 'associated ,·lith 
forecasts, half were associated • .;ith short terr.; forecasts and half 'V,'er<:; 
associated ,-lith long terra forecasts. Of those variables associated '\o:ith 
long-term forecasts, market related variables were associated with 
10nG-terrJ gro\'ith forecasts and product related variables ,·jere ",ssociateci 
\-lith long-terw profitability forecasts. This relationship \·lc.S just 
reversed ,-lith respect to variables associated \·;ith short-ter!:: forecasts. 
T\1o of the three variables related to short-terr,l groHth "Tere product 
strengths, and bott variables related to short tem profitability 
forecasts \"lere lllarl:et related variables. 
PLAlmIlIG EXERCISE: PLPJIl!IHG PROCESS AIi'D PLA1:lm1G LOGIC 
Tables X (p.80) and XI (p.80) COLlpare questionnaire responses \·;rith 
model and Hi th plan results. The expected content fJodel vTaS predictive 
for part A resul ts if one assuriles as the Cyert and Barcl: ( 1963) 
organizational process model does that conditions or probler:lS ,·:ere 
ranl=ed in Significance and responded to sequentially in that order. 
These results suggested that most participants ranked raarket groHth rate 
and oarl;:et share broHth objective (v1 and v7) as most iClportant. Tile 
rJodel suggested that v7 was associated \lith three of the top eight 
highest frequency responses. A Clodel of expected response based on the 
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TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF PART A RESULTS WITH BASIC MODEL 
AND WITH FORMAL PLAN RESULTS 
V FREQUENCY OF EXPECTED BASED ON EXPECTED BASED ON 
RESPONSE BASIC MODEL FORMAL PLANS 
18 32% v1,v3,v6 v3 
19 65% v1,v3 v7 
20 11% none none 
21 27% v6,v7,v14 v7 
22 49% v7 v1 
23 40% vl,v7 v1,v7 
24 11% none v11 
25 27% v1,v3,v7 none 
26 13% none none 
27 5% v3,v6 none 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF PART B RESULTS WITH BASIC MODEL 
AND WITH FORMAL PLAN RESULTS 
V FREQUENCY OF EXPECTED BASED ON EXPECTED BASED ON 
RESPONSE BASIC MODEL FORMAL PLANS 
1 36% v23,v25 v23 
2 31% v18,v23,v25 none 
3 18% v18,v25 none 
4 10% none none 
6 29% none none 
7 13% v23,v25 v23 
S 15% v23,v25 none 
9 44% v23 none 
10 41% v25 none 
11 16% v23 none 
14 11% none none 
17 52% none none 
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analysis of actual business plan content associated marlcet share groHth 
objective (v7) \<lith three of the top six. The expected content uodel 
associates market gro\vth rate (v1) uith four of the six hiGhest 
frequency responses. A model based on actual business plan content 
associates two of the six hi[;hest frequency responses \vith v1. HiGh 
relative mari,et share (v3) also appears as a significant variable in 
that the model associates v3 with three of the hiGhest frequency 
responses and one of the lo\;es t. Fe\<: , hOHever, responcied as if profit 
objective (v6) \'Jere significant. The profit objective was also 
insic;nificant in the formal plan analysis. 
One is left \'lith the question, ho\;ever, If~;hat \;as the basis for 
the ranl~in~ of siGnificant preIJises to planninG?" m~y did the Grm·;ti"l 
objective (v7) appear siGnificant and the profit objective (v6) i;.:;nored 
by most? The expected content r::odel could not predict Hhicli variables 
vlould be ranl~ed as most siGnificant. 
A model based on actual content of strateGic business plans was 
more helpful than the expected content model in predictin~ the results 
of part A. As in the expected content model, market crouth, relative 
raarket share, anci lJlart~et groi-lth objective (v1, v3, anc! v7) were 
significantly associated with highest frequency responses. ,..,', . J. •• :L So 
sUGGests that the e:~ercise offered in part Ii can produce results similar 
to those which appeared in the results of the forr.:al strateGic planuing 
process. This Deans: 
1) formal plans may be developed using the nor~ative process model 
required in part A; and, 
2) there was little difference bet\leen the content which resulted 
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from the formal process and that resulting from informal and individual 
exercise required in part A. 
The results of part B suggest no such consistent pattern. 
Heither the expected content model nor a model based on actuc..l plan 
content was predictive of the highest frequency response set in part B. 
The process of evaluating current activities did not generate results 
similar to either the expected content model or a content model based on 
actual plan content. 
\lhile the purpose of this eXperiIJent was to identify anti CO:.lr;.are 
strategic planninG content under tuo different planninG processes, these 
differences may have been obscured or distorted by a less effective 
preuise set in part D. InforrJal participant comr .. ents sUGgested that 
this exercise was less strateGic, less interesting, and more difficult. 
In part A, 17 of 40 participants added additional assulJptions or uanted 
Iilore infornation. In part B, only eight added alternative actiol1 
proposals or 'ianted Iilore inforr.lation. TllO sUGGested that the exercise 
was impossible and that the action proposal would be unsuccessful under 
any circumstances. In General, anS\'lers to part E consisted of' fei·.je:r 
"lords. This cay have been because the question Has second and 
partiCipants were operating under a tiIlle liLlit, or it r.lay have been 
because participants found the 
strategically focussed. 
question too simple and 
RELATIVE CORPORATE: COHSISTEHCY: SIUILAilITY AHOllG BUSINESS CASE 
STUDIE8 VS SIllILARITY Al10lm FORHAL PLAnS 
less 
Tables XII (p.83), XIII (p.84), and XIV (p.8S) compare similarity 
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TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF SIMILARITY COEFFICIENTS UNDER AGREE-
MENT AND DISAGREEMENT FOR CONDITION VARIABLES 
BETWEEN FORMAL PLANS AND CASE STUDIES 
BUSINESS PLANS CASE STUDIES 
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 
NAME Score Score Score Score 
1 .437 .378 .281 .222 
2 .396 .363 .236 .191 
3 .378 .367 .214 .232 
4 .404 .356 .295 .236 
5 .411 .351 .331 .281 
6 .400 .367 .327 .210 
7 .357 .363 .355 .168 
8 .415 .359 .345 .259 
9 .385 .355 .309 .232 
10· .548* .437* .382 .285 
11 .319 .351 .150 .228 
12 .393 .378 0** .536** 
13 .300* .307* .214 .281 
14 .374 .370 .291 .289 
15 .381 .367 .218 .228 
16 .430 .378 .405 .263 
17 .281* .311* 0** .582** 
AVE 
FREQ .272 .224 
* Frequency less than 15% 
** Frequency less than 10% 
TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF SIMILARITY COEFFICIENTS UNDER AGREE-
MENT AND DISAGREEMENT FOR ACTION VARIABLES BETWEEN 
BETWEEN FORMAL PLANS AND CASE STUDIES 
BUSINESS PLANS CASE STUDIES 
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 
NAME Score Score Score Score 
18 .535 .506 .268 .204 
19 .496 .499 .306 .207 
20 .538* .525* .630 .309 
21 .569 .501 .196 .222 
22 .647 .538 .177 .219 
23 .577 .504 .298 .226 
24 .506 .499 .423 .271 
25 .468* .478* .227 .207 
26 .481* .468* .517** .313** 
27 .228* .395* .309 .241 
AVE 
FREQ .385 .265 
* Frequency less than 15% 
** Frequency less than 10% 
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TABLE XIV 
SUMMARY OF RELATIVE AGREEMENT-DISAGREEMENT 
SCORE DIFFERENCES 
Variables 
showing more 
than 20% 
difference 
Variables 
showing 
10% - 20% 
difference 
BUSINESS 
PLANS 
v1,v4,v5,v8, 
v16,v21,v22, 
v23 
Variables v2,v3,v6,v7, 
showing less v9,v11,v12, 
than 10% v14,v15,v18, 
difference v19,v24 
CASE 
STUDIES 
v1,v2,v4,v6, 
v7, v8, v9, vlO, 
vl6,vl8,v19, 
v20,v23,v24, 
v27 
v5,v25 
v3,vll,vl3, 
vl4,vl5,v21, 
v22 
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coefficients for case studies with similarity coefficients for formal 
Corporation business plans. Tables XII and XIII show a similarity 
coefficient under agreement for each assumption variable and action 
variable in colUlilns 1 and 3 of these tables. The sir.lilari ty 
coefficient disagreement score for each assumption variable and action 
variable is shoun in columns 2 and 4. Scores for Corporation forr::al 
plan cases are shown in coluIJns 1 and 2. Scores for business case 
studies are shoml in coluwns 3 and 4. Table XIV suwwarizes these 
resuJ.ts by grouping variables by the relative difference betm;en 
similarity coefficients under agreement and disagreement. 
Each data source shO\.;'5 variables with higner coefficients for 
agreeing premise variables than for disagreeins preDise variables. Case 
studies sho\Oied bigger relative differences among agreecent and 
disagreeLlent sitJ.ilarity coefficients for more variables. FOrlJal plans 
showed much smaller relative differences. In general, case otudies 
appear to conform Iilore closely with the expected content Ii:i.odel. ilo::;t 
variables which were expected to appear as siGnificant actually shoiied 
~he e~pcct~d larger relative differences amonG similarity coefficients. 
On the other hand, Tables XIII (p.84) and XIV (p.8S) shoi.;ed that 
for Corporation plans, both action and condition scores vlere generally 
higher whether they vlere based on agreement or disagreellent. This 
suggests that no Llatter what assumptions, Corporation forwal plans 
tended to include similar packages of actions. 
PLANNING EXERCISE: HAHAGERS' PROFESSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
VS PLAHlUHG LOGIC 
B7 
Analysis of the influence of Llanagers' professional 
characteristics on planning lOGic took two for~s: the first uas a 
single comparison of background and content variable joint fre~uencies; 
and the second \01as the developwent of agreelaent scores for specific 
subgroups of managers. 
Content Variables and lianar,ers' Characteristics 
Questions 1-3 asl:ed participants to indicate (1) length of service 
at The Corporation, (2) background or discipline, and (3) organizatioa 
level. The follouinC discussion sUL"lllarizes sie;nificant jOint 
frequencies between these characteristics (v35-v37) and plan content 
lOGiC (v1-v27). 
Question 1: "Hovl f;lany years have: ~'ou worked at The Corporation?" 
Forty percent of the respondents reported that they had worked at 
The Corporation for less than eight years; 2% had worked at the site 
for 8-15 years and 3% had a length of service lonGer than 15 years. 
Assuuption descriptive variables market fragmentation (v3), and coupany 
technological strength (v8) and action descriptive variables offer new 
products to current market (v23) were: significantly related to the 
participants' length of service. See Table XV (p.BB). 
Question 2: "In which area do you feel you have the most 
experience and training?" Engineering provided the their background and 
experience 35% of the respondents; 17.5% reported a manufacturinG 
~ackground; 40% reported a marketing background; 5% reported a general 
NAME 
V3 
V8 
V23 
2 
X 
.09 
.09 
• 01 
TABLE XV 
SUMMARY OF CONTENT VARIABLES SIGNIFICANTLY 
RELATED WITH LENGTH OF SERVICE 
V 
.17 
.22 
.24 
DISCUSSION 
A much smaller percentage of those with 
less than 8 years experience indicated 
this condition as important (13%) com-
pared to 56% of those with 8-15 years 
experience and 24% of those with more 
than 15 years experience who indicated 
this condition as a key pre requisite to 
pursueing actions described in part B. 
While there was no significant differ-
ence on part B responses between these 
three groups, 21% of those with more 
than 15 years experience added this 
condition to the conditions listed in 
part A. 0% of those with 8-15 years 
experience added this condition • 
Only 19% of those with less than 8 
years experience suggested that offering 
new products to a current market was an 
appropriate action for conditions listed 
in Part A. 30% of those with 8-15 years 
experience and 64% of those with more than 
15 years esperience suggested this action. 
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business background, and 2.5% reported "other". Assumption-descriptive 
variables company strong technological position (vS), product quality or 
performance as a business strength) (v14), and high contribution margin 
(v17) and action descriptive variables increase marketing/sales effort 
(v19) and increase vertical integration (v20) were significantly related 
to the background reported by participants. See Table XVI (p.90). 
Question 3: ",'1hat position do you now hold?" General managers 
accounted for 22.5% of the respondents; 60% were managers of functional 
areas such as marketing, manufacturing or engineering; 12.5% reported 
"other" such as staff positions \-lithin a general business or functional 
area. Only two action descriptive variables \-Jere significantly 
associated with differences in reporting level described b:t- the 
responses to this question: restructure marl~et set,;ments or I:1arket (v26) 
and divest or discontinue product line (v27). See Table XVII (p. 91 ). 
In general, reporting level (question 3) appeared to make little 
difference to the frequency with which partiCipants suggested particular 
actions and conditions. Those with more experience (question 1) gave 
more significance to overall technolOGical position and strength and 
suggested introducing neH products to current marl.;:ets as a rJore relevant 
action strategy. Those with metiiuD experience expressed more concern 
about competitive pOSition, especially relative market share. 
Bacl:ground (question 2) appeared to affect conditions and actions 
proposed in more ways than experience. The association of background 
with particular variables in part explained the variation in manageillent 
response reported in "Planning Exercise: Planning Process" (p.79). 
Hanagers responded with concerns in part B and with plans in part A 
NAME 
V8 
V14 
V17 
V19 
V20 
2 
X 
.00 
.10 
• 04 
.01 
.05 
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TABLE XVI 
SUMMARY OF CONTENT VARIABLES SIGNIFICANTLY 
RELATED WITH FUUCTIONAL EXPERIENCE 
V 
.40 
.15 
.32 
.37 
.36 
DISCUSSION 
28.6% of those with engineering backgrounds 
indicated that a strong technological posi-
tion was an important necessary condition 
for pursuing the actions proposed in part B. 
0% of those with manufacturing and general 
business included this condition and 12.5% 
of those with marketing backgrounds included 
this assumption. In part A, all participants 
with general business and other backgrounds 
added this condition to the list of conditions 
specified and 7.1% of those with engineering 
backgrounds and 6% of those with marketing 
backgrounds added this assumption. 
25% of those with marketing backgrounds in-
cluded this condition that product quality be 
a business strength. 0% of those in other 
groups included this condition in part B • 
42.8% of those with an engineering background 
specified high contribution as a condition 
required for pursuing the actions proposed in 
part B. 57.1% of those with manufacturing 
backgrounds and 50% of those with marketing 
backgrounds included this condition. This 
variable probably appears as significant 
because 14.3% of those with engineering back-
grounds also added this condition in part A 
while 0% of the other groups did. 
50% of those with engineering backgrounds, 57% 
of those with manufacturing backgrounds, and 
68.8% of those with marketing backgrounds sug-
gested increasing marketing efforts in response 
to conditions listed in part A. 
0% of those with marketing backgrounds suggested 
vertical integration (forward) as a response to 
conditions described in part A. 42.8% of those 
with manufacturing backgrounds and 7.1% of 
those with engineering backgrounds suggested 
this approach. 
NAME 
V26 
V27 
2 
X 
.05 
.03 
TABLE XVII 
SUMMARY OF CONTENT VARIABLES SIGNIFICANTLY 
RELATED WITH MANAGEMENT LEVEL 
V 
.25 
.26 
DISCUSSION 
40% of those in other than general or 
functional management suggested reVising 
market structure as a response to conditions 
in part A. 11.1% of those in general manage-
ment and 8.3% of those in functional manage-
ment positions suggested this approach. 
22.2% of those in general management positions 
said that the approach proposed in part B 
couldn't work under any conditions. One of 
nine in general management positions said 
that conditions in part A could not allow any 
action proposals to be successful. Only one 
participant in functional or other management 
categories suggested that conditions in part A 
could not allow a successful action plan. 
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which reflected their professional training and experience. Responses 
tended either to deal with support needed for their particular area 
(i.e., marketing approach to increase marketing effort or engineers' 
concern for technolot;ical position) or '-lith activities thej- can do 
little to control (i.e., marketing concern for product quality anti 
manufacturing concern for sales). 
Variations in individual responses from the lUodel may have soue 
itlplications for the variation in actual plan content frOB the expected 
content nodel as discussed in "Goodness of FitTest" (p. 65 ) • 
Technological position (vB) appeared as more significantly associated 
with action variables than the model predicted. The strong concern for 
v8 amonG those with more experience and aoOl1G those with engineeril1;; 
bactGround may explain the significant association of vG with other 
variables in the formal plans. 
Sirdlarity ArnonE. Hana,:::ers 
Sinilarity coefficients for condition variables are based on the 
results of part A of the questionnaire. Sinilarity coefficients for 
action variables are based on the results of part ll. 
Table XVIII (P.93)suumarizes the results of agreement score 
calculations for subgroups of managers for both parts A and B. 
AgreeQent scores are not adjusted for average variable frequency and are 
not comparable to previous agreement scores. 
These results suggest that organizational constraints do ililpact 
strategic logic. Agreement among those with longer length of service 
was higher than any other subgroup. On the other hand, management level 
seemed to mal.:e little difference to agreement although those at the 
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TABLE XVIII 
RESULTS OF SIMILARITY COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS 
FOR SUB-GROUPS OF MANAGERS 
NAME RESPONSES RESPONSES 
PART A PART B 
V35 LENGTH OF SERVICE 
less than 8 years .080 .046 
8 - 15 years .086 .101 
more than 15 years .120 .071 
V36 PROFESSIONAL GROUP 
engineering .101 .068 
manufacturing .096 .066 
marketing .108 .068 
V37 MANAGEMENT LEVEL 
general .089 .066 
functional .098 .063 
other .078 .132 
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"other" level agreed less vlith each other in part A and much more \lith 
each other in part B. This sum::;ests that if there is an apprentice 
prograo in strateGic lOGic, it is associated with corporate service 
lenGth rather than I:lanagement position. The association of sioilarity 
with service lenGth suggests a more informal, possibly more 
subjectively-based apprenticeship proGram than siI:lilari t~l associuted 
vlith management level "'0uld sUGgest. 
SirJilarity of perspective within functional groups was confirn.ed 
for those \'lith L1arl~etinb and enGineering backGrounds. Hanagers \~itn 
ruarketin2; bacl~grouncis appeared to agree vIi th each other r.~ore than other 
groups. This may be because narketin[';-traineci r.lanagers have had I!lore 
experience \-lith exercises such as this one. 
The largest differences in siuilarity coefficents lie be~ieen 
agreement on part A and agreement on part D. This may be because scores 
Here not adjusted for average frequency. Results in part B \-lere not 
consistent \-lith the expected content model or any modifications to the 
Llodel. Tne highest agreerJent was ar.lone; those who are at SOLie ruana::.;enent 
level other than seneral or functOional manaGers. The second highest Has 
arJon,s those \-lith mediul.1 lenGth of service. This result is similar to 
findings in "Planning Exercise: PlanninG Process" (p. 79) iihicl. 
identified little pattern to the response frequencies in Part B. 
Although this Day be due to the inadequacy of the questionnaire, the 
process which relies on evaluation of current activities as the key 
plannins process appears ineffective. 
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SUHIIARY 
This chapter described the results of the effort to compare actual 
strategic plan content with expected content; the results of further 
analysis aimed at developing a more complete Dodel of plan content; anti 
the effectiveness of several tests for acilieving these results. Four of 
17 expected pairs were present, and four additional unexpected pairs 
appeared. SiIililarity coefficient analysis sl1o\led that in Fast Delta 
Corporation plans, content results of the planninG prucess did nut 
depend on the inclusion of particular preraise variables. Siio1i1ar 
analysis of business strateGY case studies si101{eci tl"lat content \·Ic:.S i.!ucl'i 
,ilore dependent on the inclusion of particular prerolisG variables. 
Factor analysis identified clusters of content variables which appear to 
characterize stl."ate,:,.:;ic content for the compc:ny as a Hilole. The wajor 
factor or cluster explains 45~ of the variance and includes a larL,G 
nur:.ber of variables. Several variables load heavily on !:lorE':; than one 
factor. Several content variables appear associated \iith forecasts in a 
lOGical \vay. Plan content vIas not associated \vith past perforIiiance, 
althOUGh several content variables \-Jere associateG \lith tbe year ti:e 
plan was written. nesul ts of ruanacer intervieHs sl!oi-led planrlinc results 
similar to both expected and forrJal plan content \.;hen the nornative 
plannill£;; process was used. Particular content variables Here 
significantly associated with each of the nine subgroups of n.anagers. 
I"lore content variables vlere more closely associated with lenGth of 
service and functional background than ~ith manageuent level. These 
results were confirmed by the results of similarity coefficient analysis 
of manager responses. HiGhest agreement on strategy was a.r:long those 
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'·lith longest len6th of service. 
CHAPTER V 
SmnrARY, COHCLUSIOHS AHD RECOlll~Elmp.TIOlJS 
SUlJ1ARY 
The intent of this study \.;as to evaluate the content of Fast DE:lta 
Corporation business plans against an expected content uodel, develop a 
Bodified oodel based on the co~parison of expected with actual plan 
content, and develop alternative methods for evaluatin~ plan content 
based on this Iilodified Iilodel. 
A goodness of fit test Has used. to measure actual plan conter.t 
ar;ainst the expected content model. Alternative explanations for plan 
content were soucht by e;-canining pla.n oontent for patterns otLer tLan 
those predicted by the eA:pected content wodel, and by exar.linilli:;; several 
objections to the expected content wodel. 
Pattern of StrateGic Lo~ic 
Study method exaoined actual plan content for 17 variable pairs. 
Of the 17 expected pairs, the goodness of fit test identified four pairs 
as actually occurring in Fast Delta Corporation plans. LO\i frequency of 
some variables prevented testing for about one-third of the expected 
variable pairs. Coding lioitations meant that the absence of these 13 
significant pairs was difficult to interpret. Four additional pairs of 
variables appeared as significant. Each additional pair can be 
rationalized \-lithin the context of the Fast Delta Corporation plannin.; 
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system. 
Similarity coefficients for condition sets were higher when plans 
agreed on the presence of actions. The presence of 
associated \-lith a consistent set of condition 
an action appears 
assumptions. The 
similarity of action sets for a particular condition does not sho~: such 
a consistent pattern. High ciarket share (v1), profit objective (v6), 
and market share gro\-lth objective (v7) do not appear as significant 
determinants of action plans in this test v:11ile the e):pected content 
model suggests that they should be among the tlost siGnificant variables. 
The presence of a particular condition does not seeu to ioply a 
consistent action package. 
Factor analysis identified plan content factors \-lhich were broader 
than simple pairs of actions and conditions. This analysis produced 
several interesting results: 
1) Action variables loaded heavily on separate factors lihile 
condition variables, particularly those relatinG to objectives, loaded 
on several factors. In this population, action variables are more 
predictive of condition sets. The condition variables are not simple 
variables but contain more complex strategic implications. 
2) All factors included heavy loadings by more than simple pairs 
of variables. This suggests that strategic factors are quite cooplex. 
These complex factors appear to describe types of businesses rather than 
marketplace laws. 
3) One very heavily loaded factor accounts for more than 45% of 
the variance. This suggests that business strategy or strategiC lOGic 
cO&l@unicated through the plans is relatively homogeneous althoubh 
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complex. 
Role of Current Activities 
The strong relationship bet\~een plan year and profit objective 
(v6), product quality (v14), and action to increase mar1:eting/nalcs 
efforts (v19) vlhen these variables appeared unrelated to other content 
variables suggests that annual changes in corporate-llide policy or 
perspective affected these variables. There was only one content 
variable related to past perfOrtlance. The strone:; associations betueen 
content variables and perforiilance forecasts support the notion that 
forecasts provide a synthesis of the impact of a variety of action plans 
and conditions. The content-forecast associations shm·;ed regular 
patterns uhich could be explained in expected content model terr..:s. 
The results of the planning exercise in part A of the 
questionnaire are siwilar to the results of the strateGic plan anElysis. 
llanagers appeared both more successful and more far.liliar .'lith a plannin.; 
process which begins lvith the analysis of conditions. Despite ti,e 
simple loadinG of action variables on strategic factors, oanaGers appear 
to rely heavily on the recOIilL1ended strateGic planninG process fror,! the 
Corporate Strategic PlanrJoing lIanual (1977) in developing business plans. 
There is no support for the idea that the planning process explicitly 
begins with a co~it~ent to and focus on current activities. 
Organizational ILlpacts on Plan Content 
Analysis of similarity coefficients for case studies identified 
key variables which l-lere predicted by the expected content model. 
These results confirm the validity of both silailarity coefficient 
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analysis and the expected content model. 
The comparison of similarity coefficients under agreement and 
disagreement between business plans and case studies showed that the 
Corporation plans were considerably more similar to each other than 
those of other co~panies were similar to each other. Business plans 
froLl The Corporation shoued more similarity ~onb both condition and 
action sets even when they disagreed on the presence of the premise 
variables. Some variables are consistently included in the for~al plans 
whether or not the logic represented in the expected content model 
supports the inclusion of these actions and conditions. 
Analysis of significant variables associated with manager 
backGround showed content variables associated \-Jith length of service 
and functional background. These results offer SOI:le insight into forLlal 
plan content analysis results. The Significant association of stronG 
technical position (v8) with the responses of manaGers with the longest 
length of service and of managers with engineering training sU~Gests a 
possible explanation for the unexpected appearance of vB as a 
significant variable in formal plans. These managers probably have a 
strong voice in strategic business plan development. 
Similarity coefficient analYSis of manager responses supported the 
notion that a company perspective is characteristic of managers' 
strategic thinking. Similarity was highest among those with the longest 
length of service. Similarity was also high among those with similar 
functional training, although not as high. Surprisingly, the responses 
of managers at higher manage~ent levels were no more similar than those 
at lower levels. Similarity analysis results for part B of the 
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questionnaire support the conclusions above: the process required in 
part B was clumsy and difficult for participants. Results shO\l~d very 
little pattern. 
conCLUSIons 
Conclusions based on these results relate to the three-part intent 
of this study: 
1) to coopare a model of expected plan content \lith actu.::.l 
business plan content developed in the study firL":. 
2) to develop a Qodified model of fOrl:lal plan content \'lilicn 
recognizes organizational influences on plan content. 
3) to sug.sest a method for evaluating business plan content based 
on this modified Qodel. 
CorJParison of Actual \-lith Expected Plan Content 
The results of several tests allmr the conclusion tba t tl:e model 
concept is basically correct but incoQplete. At Fast Delta Corporation, 
managers' planning 10,£;ic is based on the analysis of conditions, the 
developuent of a condition set, and the relatioc of these conditions 
\-lith an action set. The plannil1~ process recoLllJenc.ed by tl:e for.:ial 
system appears to be used even in informal exercises. The condition 
variables have more cor.lplex strategiC implications i-1hich su.::;.:;csts that 
this process is not simple. The absence of sOrJe variable pairs and tl'!e 
presence of others as vlell as the failure of the similarity coefficient 
test to distinguish significant variables must be explained throuGh the 
use of a modified nodel. 
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peyelopment of a Modified Hodel of Plan Content 
Plan content as evaluated by this method appears based on 
additional planning principles besides the general principles in the 
expected content model. These principles are characteristic of the 
corporation as a whole. These additional principles can be further 
identified as based on: 
1) short-ter~ concerns, that is, plan content characteristic of 
the coopany in a particular year; 
2) logical concerns, that is, plan content characteristic of a 
class of companies sioilar to the particular company; 
3) historical or cultural concerns, that is, plan content 
characteristic of the company in the sense of "unique to the coopany." 
Figure 10 (pJ.02) shous a modified version of the normative model 
which includes these additional dimensior..s. Each of these is discussed 
beloll. 
Short-Term Corporate Concerns. AlthOUGh the five-year planninG 
window used in Fast Delta Corporation business planning suggests a 
longer perspective, this study showed that sienificant short-term 
conditions and issues are recognized in formal plans. 
Of those content variables significantly related to plan year, 
some are integrated into the foreal plan using the general plan logic of 
the expected content model. Others, for example, increase profit 
objective (v6), and appear associated with plan year but not to other 
content variables. These variables are not integrated logically into 
plan content. 
Inclusion of short-term and locally arbitrary issues in business 
Short-term 
Corporate-wide 
. Concerns 
~. 
Assumption 
Set 
Unique Corporate Class 
Culture and of 
History Corporation 
, ~ ~ 
FORMAL PLAN CONTEXT 
----- .-. ---------3>~ Action Plans 
j"-
Marketplace Laws 
Figurel0~ MOdified Model of Formal Business Plan Content. This 
model illustrates the tmpact of three other types of factors 
from outside the formal plan context. These factors include 
short-term corporate-wide concerns, unique aspects of corporate 
history and culture, and corporate characteristics which are 
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those of a class of companies such as companies at a particular 
life-cycle stage, companies in a particular industry, etc. These 
factors appear to tmpact plan content independently, in some cases, 
of the logic of marketplace laws which relate an assumption set 
and proposed action plans. 
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plans is not counter to the intent of the strategic planning process. 
Strategic concerns appropriate for business plans are not necessarily 
long-term. The busir.ess planning process serves as an effective 
comounication process for disseminatinB any general corporate concern. 
Content variables related to plan year only may be imraediate concerns 
imposed by top management. Corporate directives also provide one way of 
\.I.nj.fying and intesrating otherwise divergent business plans. The deGree 
to which these are integrated into the lo~ic of an individual business 
plan may depend on the planning skill of middle management. 
In general, corporate-wide issues which eust. be included but \Thich 
cannot be integrated icmedi&tely into long tere 10bic will ~odify the 
logical contents of formal plans as measured by these evaluation 
methods. It is expected that the more the business planninG exercise is 
used as a decision-mal,ins tool rather than SiLlply a canagecent 
developcent exercise, the more pressure to incorporate short-tertJ 
corporate-\tlide factors into the logic of plans. 
Logical Concerns Characteristic of a Class of Corporations. 
Corporations can be classified in various ways. Discussion beloH 
focusses on the following alternative classifications: industry type 
(such as SIC code used by the U. S. Department of Cocmerce), marl~et or 
industry life cycle stage (Hofer 1975), corporate life cycle stage 
(Greiner 1972). and corporate structural type (for exatlple, de.sree of 
centralization) (Chandler 1964). 
The particular integrativ'e intent of the formal process sugGests 
that the bUSiness plans of all oompanies which rely on top-down as well 
as bottom-up cOtlIllunication will be impacted by the short-tero corporate 
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concerns discussed above. The extent to which planning direction is 
top-down and the extent to which business planning is coupled to the 
annual budgeting processes may determine the impact of short-ter~ 
concerns. The planning skill and experience of a particular company oay 
determine the extent to which these concerns are incorporated into 
longer-term, local plan logic. 
The above results suggested that a 
strategic approach was characteristic of 
surprisingly 
this coopany. 
homogeneous 
While the 
company's characteristic strategic factors identified thrOUGh factor 
analysis may be unique to the company, the p~inciple of measurinb 
corporate diversity or homogeneity in this way is establiShed. Soue 
relative deGree of nomogeneity may be characteristic of companies at 
different life cycle stages. This company established a decentralized 
structure relatively recently. If this concept is valid, this approach 
might be used to track the increasing diversity of this or any other 
company with a decentralization policy. 
The processes suggested above for corporate integration or 
maintenance of homogeneity may also be characteristic of a particular 
class of corporations. The identification of strategic training as 
informal and long-term suggests a matrix of alternative approaches to 
developing managers' strategic logic. (See Figure 11, p.106) This 
matrix may suggest associated corporation types which rely on these 
training approaches. The training progr~ in this recently 
decentralized, relatively young company appears informal and 
corporate-oriented. A more aature and highly diversified company may 
rely on a business-oriented, formal training program. The tests used 
'DAINING STYLE 
PORMAL INFORMAL 
T 
R 
A cantralized clII1tral:lzed 
I companies. companies. 
N Itructured no structured 
I CORP ORATE- promotion promotion 
N ORIENTED path within path within 
G the organi- the organi-
zation. zation. 
0 
R 
I decentralized decentralized 
E companies. companies. 
N BUSINESS- structured no structured 
T ORIENTED promotion promotion 
A path within path within 
T the olgani- the organ i-
or zation. zation. .&. 
0 
N 
Figure 11. Matrix of Alternative Approaches to Strategic 
Logic Training Program. The resUlts of this study suggested 
the above typology of management development approaches to 
strategic planning. The Corporation was shown to have 
used an informal, corporate-oriented approach. 
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here could distinguish the results of these two approaches. In the 
hypothesized company, similarity would be highest acong managers at the 
highest management level. The formal plans in such a cocpany would shO\: 
a relative difference pattern for siuilarity coefficients under 
Qbreement and disaGreement Llore sioilar to that of tlJe case stud:,' 
population. 
The unexpected appearance of significant variables relating to 
technolouical position and market characteristics may be characteristic 
of strategic thinking for corporations \-lithin this particular ind~stry. 
The significcUlce of these variables amonG case s~udies, over half of 
\lhich were froLl the electroniCS industry, confirr:s this. 
The close integration of the GJ'o\{th objective '·lith nearly all 
strategic factors is more difficult to classify. The significance of 
this objective may be characteristic of the class of all electronics 
companies, of all companies in relati "ely fast groi·lin; uarl;ets, of all 
cOLlpanies at a particular life cycle stage, or of industrr in general. 
The role of certain professional groups in planning may also be 
characteristic of an industry-based class of coopanies. The significant 
relationship bet'-leen key variables and managers 1;Tith engineering 
training is probably characteristic of the el.ectronics and other high 
technology industries. This relationship Day also be characteristic of 
companies in this life cycle staGe. The eAtent to which operational 
product or engineering concerns dOLlinate financial or more general 
concerns may diminish as this industry matures and as individual 
companies grow, mature, and diversify. 
These conclusions are not inconsistent with the results of other 
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research (Schoeffler et al 197ij, Hofer 1975, Chandler 196ij) \lhich 
relates strategy and company structure. Previous work does, hOHE:ver, 
discount the significance of industry type and tends to emphasize the 
market structure of the particular business a company is in rather than 
the general m~"rket enviroIlIilent of the company as a \:hole. 
Historical or Cultural Concerns Unique to a Particular 
Organization. The results of this study suggest that an orbanization 
imposes constraints on strateGic thinking. If this w~~e not true, plans 
for a siIlble company would ShOH the same similarity coefficient pattern 
as case studies and the variance explained by factDr analysiS \1ould be 
core evenly spread over the factors identified. 
The similarity of inc.iividual lllana~ers' responses to plan content 
suggests that degree of houogeneity is a reflection of corporate culture 
and history. This analysis suggests a mecilanisr:a whereby corpol~ate 
strategic lOGic renains internally consistent and hocoi;eneous despite 
the corporate intent to diversify. The sicilarity of responses awonb 
those with longer leIlGth of service rather than \oJ'ith higher canager.lent 
level suggests an infor~al rather than a fortlal training prObr~. The 
icplied long-term, experience-based and inforz::al pro.;ran for 
individuals' strategic developcent sUbGests that corporate integration 
through a COLlmon strategic perspective is not di~ectly managed for in 
this cocpany. 
The study approach used here leaves key questions open about the 
significance of plan content fo~ identifying strategic logiC. The lOGic 
behind a company's strategic plans may not be unique at all. Instead, 
the planners may share a unique company planning language. Variables 
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such as "strong technoloGical position" and "high product quality" may 
carry unique company definitions. The list of unexpected key variable 
pairs in this corporation's plans may reflect more conventional logic 
once planners define these terms. 
Supplenental Eyaluation Hethods for Strategic Plans 
This modified model requires that plan content be evaluated not 
only against the expected content wodel but against other expectation3 
as well. The expected content model provides a generally recognized 
standard for plan logic against which short-ter~ and unique corporate 
concerns can be balanced. 
Clearly if short-tertl, corporate-wide concerns were effectively 
being integrated into plan logic, these variables would be coupled 'Vlith 
others as predicted by ~he expected content model. If top wan~gers did 
not use the business plannin,3 process for short terIi: concerns, there 
\oJould be fe\-l variables associated with plan year. If top managers \-;er€ 
attempting over the years to develop a more diverse strategic approach, 
the variables should load strategic factors differently \·;ith tine. 
This evaluation Llethod allo\'ls a measure of the itlt>act of stratet,;ic 
thinl{ing \lhich is not consistent \lith an expected content ~odel. Once 
the relationship of actual content to this expected content is 
establisbed, managers and staff can asl: which short-tcrc and unique 
corporate concerns should dOLlinate 6eneral logic. This evaluation 
technique allo\,ls staff to pinpoint which logic is inconsistent. and 
possibly which groups share this logic. This helps identify which 
procedures should be changed, which trainin6 progrcms for which 
audiences must be implemented, and which top management. leadership 
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efforts have been successful in changing ~iddle management strateSic 
attitudes. 
Techniques fro~ this exploratory effort which appear viable in 
evaluating these expectations include: the identification of siGnificant 
variable pairs, the identification of strateGic factors, the 
characterization of corporate hOEogeneity relative to the diversity 
reflected in case studies, and the comparison of manager planning lOGic 
"lith unique aspects of corporate strateb~'. 
RECOHtIENDATIOHS 
Recomenciations are aimed at the several major audiences 
identified in the introductory section: top oanageuent, uicldle 
management, corporate planning staff, and those doing further research 
in strate.;ic planning. Recomnendations are based not only on the 
specific findings of this study of a sin[;le firfil, but on the exploratory 
nature of this study. Because this stud~' is exploratory, 
reconmendations emphasize opportunities for further study and the value 
of plan evaluation methods \·lhich address these additional dimensions of 
planning. 
Top Hana;;enent 
Current "nell planninG" models place top managers in the role of 
"ringmasters" or portfolio manaGers attempting to integrate and balance 
a number of diverse businesses. A recent Business kleek article 
(December 18, 1978, 62) highlighted top management's need for tools 
which would change this role from a passive balancing act to a more 
pvaitive leadership role. 
/ 
/: ,.. 
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Developing a more positive leadership role may require developinG 
,'.' 
a more global strategic perspective which is more that the sum of the 
separate business stratesies. Current tools for integrating business 
plans (for example, the "spot and dot" chart (Boston Consultinc Group 
1974» which depend on the portfolio management model of the top 
manageoent function are inadequate in at least three ways: 
1) Tools based on the portfolio manage~ent model are often 
inappropriate for the majority of companies which are not cOJ:1pletely 
decentralized and diversified. For exauple, the portfolio model assumes 
that poorly financially performing businesses ~an be divested llithout 
impacting other businesses. This is often not the case in a COrJi'c..ny 
which is onJ.y partially decentralized. 
2) These toolG are useful only for addressing financial 
integration. Other resources includinG tine, people, experience, 
technology, market imat;i;', and raarket positio.. are addressed indir~ct1y 
if at all. These are often the most difficult resources to use or 
develop synergistically. 
3) These methods are based on data which are often unavailable, 
inaccurate, or biased in favor of a politically correct anS'i,:er or 
wishful thinking_ It is impossible within the context of these tools to 
evaluate the validity of the assumptions behind the figures since the 
figures are presented as facts, and the assumptions are not presented at 
all. 
The proposed evaluation model addresses these problems: it 
assumes that the study company is not completely decentralized; it 
addresses non-financial issues; and it depends on information about 
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attitudes, not financial forecast data. Because the proposed evaluation 
model allo\-ls the measurement of additional dimensions of corporate 
pOSition, it provides a supplecent to the above types of analysis. 
By trying to pinpoint the ways in which plan content and logic 
produced by middle managers do not meet expectations, a picture of 
current managecent strategic perspective can be established. To the 
extent that this perspective represents top manageQent perspectiv~, 
these results can be used in evaluating current corporate business 
definitions and neu business opportunities. To the extent that this 
perspective is not coincident with top manageIilent perspective', these 
results identify opportunities for top oanagelaent leadership. 
I1iddle Hanagement 
This modified evaluation model suggests three dililensions for 
evaluating plans in addition to the expected content model. These 
sUbcSest a ne\-l perspective for the evaluation of the short- and lOIlr:;-terr.: 
viability of a particular business. This is, of course, iLlportant at 
the top management level, but it is also important at the middle 
management level for career planning and for establishins resource 
expec:tationsD These dimensions help explain top managetlent decisions to 
support some bUsinesses while divesting others counter to the 
recomuendations of c.onventional financial analysis. 
The classification of plan content into that required by general 
business planning practices, that required for short-tere corporate 
reasons, and that required for corporate or industry cultural reasons is 
an aid in sorting and balancing plan assumptions and logic which may 
see~ contradictory. This classification sche~e for plan content 
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provides an aid for the individual manager in the developDent of his own 
strategic logic model. 
The analysis of managers' planning 10bic may be particularly 
useful to middle manageQent in career planning. This analysis suggested 
that with length of servic~ in a particular company, managers dev~loped 
more similar strateGic logic. This more local planninG perspective, 
while useful in the quick solution of functional probleos, may Lla~ce the 
search for alternative strategies core difficult for those with lonGer ~ 
len6th of service. 
The strateGic planning effort at the division or business unit 
level is parallel to, if more constrained than, the process required to 
develop a corporate definition. Plans developed at this lev~l directly 
reflect the strateGic perspectiv~ of the business Iilanac:;eIlent team. 
This study confirms that at least some functional concerns iwp~ct 
bUsiness strateGY. General managers are faced \lith the tas~~ of 
asseIilbling a tean for stratesy forLiulation which reflects the desired 
level of hOIilogeneity or diversity of perspective. This is particularly 
important in the many strategic situations where accurate data are 
unavailable. 
Corporate Planning Staff 
Corporate staff often attempt to apply general planning lOGiC 
such as the expected content model in evaluating business plans. Staff 
are often frustrated when their comments are ignored or discissed with: 
nWe're different. Those rules don't apply to us." Frustration mounts 
because managers often can't state explicitly which rules do apply. 
This method helps identify explicitly the ways in which Llanasers feel 
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their company does not need to conforw to general business rules. 
LObic based on these unstated rules which is potentially out-of-date or 
internally contradictory can be exacined more carefully. The v~lid 
strategic relations can be incorporated into the staff's expected 
content model of expectations. 
The resul ts and conclusions of this study susgest that ti:is 
evaluation approach is viable and provides SOLle additional inforLlation 
about corporate strateGY which is not available throuGh other oethods. 
The techniques for analyzing plan content arc siople with the aid of the 
standard SPSS package.(nie et al, 1974) 
The experience \-lith this study suggests sonE: codifications in the 
evaluation process: 
1) It nas difficult to dra\l conclusions about the plan process 
froc the plan content. The planning process appears as a co;.r;ple:~ 
iterative process with no single one-\1ay lo~ic detectable. Part E of 
this questionnaire nas not useful. 
2) Content variables should be chosen relative to corporate 
concerns and expectations for what variable linkages should be included 
in formal plans. The expected content model shoim in Table I (p. '1 ) 
represents a first cut at a generally acceptable madel for industrial 
products manufacturers in a high technology ~arket. Other expected 
signific?nt variables and linkages may be core relevant to other 
cOfJpanies and industries. 
3) The results of this technique should be evaluated against a 
specific set of expectations. In this study, the expected content model 
provided that set of expectations. Once plan content has been 
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evaluated, these resul ts provide a benchIilarl= or a new set of 
expectations against which later evaluation results can be compared. 
For Further Study 
Topics for further study based on this research include: 
Specific Variables. This study raised sever~l questions about the 
complex nature of key condition variables. It is not clear Hhether the 
particular variables chosen were not defined closely enout;h or whet!:er 
these COUDon stratebic planning concepts are really~ore co~plex tLan 
supposed. For exaI.lple, \Olhen high market 6rowth rate (v1) loads heavily 
on t\'10 major factors, is this because one factor is describinG a Gro~·!th 
rate of 25% and the other a growth rate of 35%? Or is this because any 
market growth rate assu~ption poses cooplex questions for business 
strategists? 
Explicitness of Planninr-:. This study was distinctly litlited by 
the evaluation method which identified positive correlations and 
positive matches only. This approach meant that the whole topic of 
"generally understood and accepted but not explicitly stated" stratebic 
lOGic could not be directly addressed. If content variables h~d been 
evaluated as either absent, false, or present, (instead of just 
present), plan evaluation may have revealed a richer pattern of 
strategic logic. 
Classes of Organization and StrateGY. This study provides little 
direct evidence which allows the distinction among strategic lOGic 
characteristics of different classes of company. It is unclear whether 
the relationship between gro'Uth and profit objectives is characteristic 
of all electronics companies, all companies in gro\-ling marl.ets, or all 
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companies. Comparative studies of other cOLlpanies using this method 
would allow more definite conclusions. 
Planning Process and strateGY. Despite the necessary conclusion 
about the validity and widespread use of the normative planning proceos, 
the issues raised by Sahal (1976) about the process of organization 
adaptation are significant. A deeper case study of a particular 
planning effort may address the question of the extent to which 
organizations choose their environnents rather than adaptinG to 
environmental pressures. Study techniques such as direct decision 
observation are required in orde!'" to examine these. issues. 
Optimum Corporate StrateGic Perspective. l-lhile a measure of 
corporate homogeneity of perspective was established through factor 
analysis and similarity coefficient exercises, this study has offered 
little guidance to managers or staff in recomcending an optiDUfu mix of 
strateGiC factors or plan sit:ilarity. Additional studies couparinl; 
these resul ts wi t,h resul ts of other cOLlpanies \-lould be necessar~r to 
identify the relationship between these characteristics and other 
cOLlpany characteristics such as size, sales, and asset levels. 
Strategic PlanninG Traininu. The matrix illustrating alternative 
approaches to strategiC planning training (Figure 11, p.l07)s~Gests 
ideas about strategiC perspective development which might be tested in a 
comparative study of large corporations. Results of such a study ~ay 
suggest which of the three approaches discussed in Chapter II (p.37) for 
developing corporate "coherence" (Sarrazin 1977) is most effective under 
which conditions. 
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APPENDIX A 
GLOSSARY 
Terminoloby relating to planning, especially business planninG, 
is still not rigidly specific despite the ncarly 25 ;>tears of plannin[; 
literature. Belo~'l are SOLle recent definitions and distinctions aIilon.:;; 
tern5 which tIere used in this paper. 
Business (strate;;y) plannin;;: typically strater;ic plannins Cit tl:E: 
business level (see business unit). TOHard [;0",13 set at the corporate 
level, business stratesy planning analyzes the strenGths, Heal:neGsE:s, 
threats, and opportunities in developing the strateGY for a firn's 
approach to a particular business. (Business \Jec:l~ Deceuber 18, 197£>, 
62), (Hofer, 1975) 
Dusiness unit (or strategic business unit): "a unit of the 
coupany iiith its Oim mission and its m.;n coupetitors and capable of 
developinG an independent long terti strate.;::,-". (Taylor, 1976) A 
business unit way or Iliay not be the sarlie as the unit used for operatinG 
or aduinistrative purposes. At Fast Delta Corporation strate~ic 
business units are aduinistrative units for operatinG as Hell as 
strateGiC purposes. 
Corporate (strate,:;v) planninp;: typically strateGiC plannnint; at 
the corporate level (involvinG top ~ana6ewent or corporate officers). 
Toward the goal of unifying business lines and aiming them at a connon 
goal, corporate strateGic planning considers alternative invest~ent 
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programs in its portfolio of businesses and the developwent (or 
acquisition) of new businesses. (Business \leek December 18, 1976, 62), 
(Hofer, 1975) 
Entrepreneurial planning: "concerns itself \;ith creatinci the 
profit potential for the firm." (Ansoff 1978) That is, entrepreneurial 
planning deals with areas of opportunity such as ne\·: producto, nei: 
markets, etc. Ansoff includes stratec:;ic planning as a type of 
entrepreneurial planning in that 1) the empilasis is on the search for 
and analysis of alternatives; and 2) forecasts and plans in stratebic 
planning are not neces::mrily extrapolative and assUr,le discontinuities 
and change. 
Long ranp;e plannint·;: in long ran.:;e planning, "the future is I.~ade 
e:l:plici t through envirom,1ental forecasts." (Ansoff, 1978) Dasec. on a 
forecast, goals, action prograIils, and budGets are set. Typically, lonG 
range planning does not include consideration of alternative futureo or 
contingencies. 
Strategic planning: Typically a process for setting strateGY 
which takes place on a periodic baSiS, focusses on a particular 
organization or set of organization, anG deals vlith products, Gar1·:cts, 
and technology. planning includes consideration of 
organization strengths, weal:nesses, threats, and opportur."ities \;ith the 
etlphasis on analyzinG alternatives. (Ansoff 1978), (Ansoff 1965) 
Strategy: "set of decision-malcinG rules for guidance of 
organization behavior." (Ansoff 19'70) Typically strategy includes a set 
. of goals and major policies (Tilles 1963) and provides a "prir.lary source 
of cohesiveness" to an organization. (Vancil 1976) 
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• Growth Objectives: Grow orders at ..... ~ (CAGR) over F~FY"" 
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". __ .markets w111 pOSition us to enter these new 7 application 
areas. 
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APPEIIDIX C 
DASIC PROGRAIJS 
~ DI~ AI(119,]2) 
ZO OPEN 'NEwTKA'T.~~T' FOR OUTPUT AS FILE .a 
ZS ~PE~ 'NE~TKATT.OAT' FOR INPUT 4S FILE _2 
Z~ FO~ Ial TO l1q 
30 'OR J=l TO Z7 
JS I~PUT .2,~1 
"0 ll(t,J)=~1 
U5 ~EXT J , NEXT 1 
55 FOR N~1 TO t7 
60 ~qlNT N , PRINT '"N 
80 FOR I-I TO tlq 
~O ~OR Jal TO 11~ 
qz I' I:J T~EN l~O 
150 IF AI'I,~)=l THE~ IF AI(J,~).1 rH~N 100 
155 GO TO 180 
lftO '4:M+l 
lft5 FOR K=18 TO 27 
110 IF AI(t,~)al THEN IF AI(J,K).a THEN V.Y+l 
115 '4[XT I( 
180 ~EXT J 
200 IF yaa THEN Zi5 
205 CaC+' 
2ao VaY/C"'*lO) 
2Z~ P~INT 'l,USlNQ ' •••• ',v, 
230 "'aWtV 
2110 VaO \ MaO 
250 ~E)(T , 
275 IF ceO THEN Cal 
216 P~tNT 'l,~/CJ. 
250 CaO \ waO 
25' ~E)(T N 
JOO P~INT '1 
JZO CLOSE \ ~ND 
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5 Dl~ AI(119,32) 
20 OPEN 'iTKATT.RPT'· FON OUTPUT AS FILE '1 
25· OPEN 'NErtTKA T T ,OAT' FOR INPUT AS F lL~ .2 
29 'OR I-I TO 119 
]0 'OR J-l TO 27 
J5. INPUT .!,NX 
40 AI(I,J)aN' 
.5 ~EXT J , NfXT I 
55 'OR ~cI 10 17 
60 ~RINT N , PRINT .1,N 
80 'OR lal TO t19 
'0 'OR J-l TO 119 
'2 I' laJ THEN 180 
150 IF AI(I,N)c>AX(J~N) THEN 1&0 
155 GO TO 180 
160 "'.M+l 
165 'OR K_18 TO 27 
170 J, AS(I,K)al THEN IF ASeJ,K)al THEN V.Vt! 
175 "E:I(1 f( 
180 NEXT J 
200 IF V-O THEN 225 
205 C~C+t 
210 VCV/eM*10) 
225 PAINT 'l,USING ••••• ',v; 
230 fIf=W+V 
2"0 V-O \ MaO 
251) "EXT I 
275 IF eao THEN C-l 
276 PRINT 'l,w/C'w 
280 c-,o \ WaO 
2S5 "EXT ~ 
JOO PAINT '1 
320 Ct.OSE 'f;.ND 
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5 01"4 AI(119,32) 
20 OPEN '&TKAfT,RPT' FOH OUTPUT AS FI~E " 
25· JPEN 'NEwTKATT.O,T' FOH I~PUT AS FILE .2 
2~ FOR 1-, TO tl~ 
'30 FO~ J-1 TO 27 
35. INPUT' *2, NI 
ao AI(!,J)=NI 
as ~ElT J \ NEXT 1 
55 FOR N~le TO 21 
&0 PRINT N , PRINT .t,~ 
60 FOR 1-1 TO 119 
qo FOR J-l TO 119 
92' IF I=J THEN 180 
150 IF AI(I,~)=l THEN iF AI(J,N)=l THEN 160 
155 GO TO 180 
1&0 ~:"'+t 
lb5 FOR ~=1 TU 11 
110 IF AI(I,K)=l THE~ IF AI(J,K)-l THEN Y=Y+l 
175 ~E~T K 
t80 ~E)(T J 
200 IF v=O THE~ 225 
205 C;r:C+t 
210 "'8·'(/(""*17) 
2Z5 PRI~T -t,US1NG '-."',Y, 
230 -'4aW+Y 
2~O .,aO \ l,480 
250 ~E)(T 1 
275 IF e80 THEN C-l 
27& PRI~T .t,w/t,ft 
280 CaD \ .. _0 
285 ~E)(T N 
300 PRINT -1 
320 CLOSE \ E,ND 
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5 DI~ AI(11',32) 
20 OPEN '7TKATT.RPT'· FOR OUTPUT AS FILE '1 
25· OPEN '~EwTK·'lT.DAT'· FON INPUTAS DILE 'Z 
.. 29 FOR l-i 10· 119 .-.. -- .. -. 
JO. FOR ~-l TO 27 
J5· INPUT .2,NI -40 AI(l,J)aNI .- .. - .... ----- ..... . 
0.4S NExT J , NEXT 1 
S5 FOR Ne 18 TO 27 
'0 P~INT H , PRINT .1,N 
eo FOR 1-1 TO 119 
90 FOR Jet TO 119 
92 IF I~J THEN lS0 
150 IF AI(I,N)c>AI(J~N) THEN 160 
155 GO TO 180 
160 M~M+l 
165 FOR K_l TO 17 
170 IF AI(I,K)al THEN IF AI(J,K)al THEN V.Y+1 
175 NEXT K 
180 NEXT J 
200 IF VCO TH~N 225 
205 CaC.1 
210 Ve.V/C"'*1") 
225 PRINT '"USING ' •••• ·,V, 
210 W=W+V 
240 Vel) , MillO 
250 NEXT 1 
275 IF CeO THEN Cal 
276 PRINT 'l,w/tlw 
280 Cat) , WIIO 
285 ~E)cT N 
300 PRINT *1 
320 CLOSE 'END 
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S OIM AI(119,32) 
20 OPEN '7TKATT.RPT·e·FOR OUTPUT AS FILE .1 
25. OPEN 'HE~TKATT.DAT' fOR INPUT AS FILE _2 -: 29 'OR lal TO 11 q .- . --.. -_ .... - -.... 
10 'OR Jal TO 27 
IS· l.,PUT .2,NI 
-40. AI(I,J)eNI . 
45· ~EKT J \:NEXT I 
55. ,OR Na l8 TU ~7 
60. PRINT N , PRINT .1,N 
aD FON la, TO 119 
90 FDR Jal TO 119 
9Z. iF I~J THEN 18U 
150 IF AI(I,N)C~A'(J,N) THEN 160 
155 GO TO 180 
lf~O "eM.1 
1~5 FOR kal TU 17 
170 IFAX(l,K)a~ THEN IF AX(J,K)al THEN y-v.! 
175 NEXT K 
180 NEXT J 
200 IF yao THEN 225 
205 CaC.' 
210 VaN/(M*17) 
225 PRINT 'l,USING -•••• ',y, 
230 WaW+V 
2qO Y50 \ M50 
250 NE~T 1 
275 IF CaU THEN Cal 
276 PRINT -l,ft/C'" 
280 cen \ w=o 
285 NExt N 
300 PRINT -1 
320 CI..OSE \ END 
,. 
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5 DIM ll(119,32) 
·-"20 OPEN 'STKATT .RPT'· 'OR OUTPUT IS FiLE '1 
25. OPEN 'ALLCASE.DAT' FOR INPUT AS FILE 'Z 
29 fOR lal TO 118 
30 FOR J-l TO 27 
35 INPUT .2,N~ 
40 AI(I,J)cNI 
4S ~EXT.J , N~XT 1 
!5 FOR N~18 TO 27 
60 P~INT N , PRINT It,N 
80 FOR 1-1 TO 118 
90 FOR J-l TO 11~ 
'2 l' laJ THEN 180 
150 IF AI(I,N)al THEN IF AI(J,N)C1 TH~N tbO 
15S GO TO 180 
1'0 fIl.M+t 
I'~ FOR K~l TO 17 
170 IF AI(I,K)a1 THEN IF AI(J,K)al THEN VCYtl 
175 NEDCT K 
. '110 NEWT J 
200 IF yao THEN 225 
205 C-C.l 
. 210 V-~/("'*17) 
225 PRINT *1,USING ,- ••• ·,Y, 
230 .... tV 
- ZqO y." \ MaO 
250 NE~T I 
275 I,.e-o THEN taS 
'276 PRI~T '1,~/t'W 
280 CaO , WaO 
215 NExT N 
"JOO 'AINT", 
J20 C~OS! 'END 
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, OJM A:(119,J2) 
10 OPEN 'JT~ATT.-PT' 'OR OUTPUT AS fILE '1 
. 15 O~EN tALLeASf.oAT '_.JOR JHPUT AS. flL.E '2 
;2' 'OR 0j_! TO 118 
I 10 'OR "-I TO 27 
. 15· INPUT .2,N, 
40 AI(I,J)aNX 
-5 ~fXT J \ NEXT I 
!5 'OR Hal TO 17 
60 ,RINT N \ PRINT .1,N 
80 'OR I-I TO 118 
'0 ,o~ "-1 TO 118 
.2 I' laJ THE~ 180 
150 I' AI(J,~)Cl TH£N IF AI(J,H)-l TH~N 1&0 
ISS GO TO 180 
1.0 "aM.! 
I.S 'OR K.18 TO 27 
110 IF AI(I,K)el THEN IF AI(J,K)al THEN Y.V+! 
IT5 Nf~T K . 
110 NE)(T J 
200 IF yaO THEN 225 
205 CaC+l 
210 Va~/(M*lO) 
2213 PRINT .1,USl~G '_.'.',V, 
2JO W.~+V 
2GO V • .o \ MeO 
250 N£~T J 
215 I' ta~ lHtN Cal 
216 PRINT 'l,~/C'~ 
2eo teD \ W;:O 
2SS ~E)(T '" 
JOO PRlf>4T *1 
J20 CLOSE '~N~ 
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5 Dl~ AlU1l9,32J 
20 OPEN '~TKA1T.RPT' 'OR OUTPUT AS 'ILE *1 
25 OPEN 'ALLCASE.OAT' 'OR INPUT AS 'ILE *~ 
29 ·'OR I-I TO 118 
10 'OR J-l 10 27 
IS I~PUT '2,NI 
oil 0 _I ( I ~ j ) 81"4' 
45 ~EXT J , NEXf 1 
SS 'OR Nel 10 17 '0 ~~INT N , PRINT .1,N 
ao FOR I-I TO 118 
90 'OR J-l 10 l1q 
92 IF IsJ THE~ 180 
150 IF AX(I,~)c>AI(J,N) THEN 160 
155 GO TO 180 
1&0 ":M+l 
1'5 FOR K=18 10 27 
170 IF AI(l,K)Cl THEN IF AI(J,K)81 THEN VsV+! 
1715 NEXT t\ 
ISO NEXT J 
200 IF V-O THtN 225 
205 Ccr:+l 
210 YS"/(fIII*10J 
225 FRINT *1,USING '~~'.',v, 
230 "~W+V 
2110 vs.o , ..,=0 
250 NEXT I 
275 IF C-O lHtN Cst 
276 PRINT 'l,w/C'~ 
280 c=.o , w=o 
2SS ~EXT N 
300 PRINT *1 
320 CLOSE 'tNU 
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5 DIM '1(119,32) 
20. OPEN '~TKATT.RPTI FOR OUTPUT AS FiLE '1 
25· OPEN 'ALL-CASE.OAT'· FUR INPUT AS FIL.E _~Z .. _. __ _ 
29 fOR la, TO 118 
30. fOR J-l TO 21 
If>>. INPUT' -2, NI 
40 AI(I,Jj=~1 
45· ~EXT J , N~XT 1 
55· 'OR ND1! TO ~1 
60 PRINT· N , PRINT 'l,N 
eo. ,OR I-I· TO 118 
90 FOR Jal TO 118 
9i' IF I aJ THEN 180"·-' --.-... - ,,--.... -. 
ISO If AI(I,~)<>AI(J~N) THEN 160 
1,5 GO' TO 180 
1&0 ~="'+l . 
lb5 FOR Kat TO 11 
170 If AI(I,K)-' THEN IF AI(~,K~.l. P'E~ ... ~ •. ~+~" ... __ " .. _ .. 
175 NEXT K 
liD NEXT J 
200 If. vao THEN ii5· .. ___ .... _ .......... ____ . _____ ... __ ..... ___ . __ . __ ._. ___ _ 
205 CaCti 
210 V.~/("'*11) 
225 PRINT 'l,USINQ '~~'.~I,~.~ __ . __ .. _. ______ . _______ . __ . __ .. : 
230 ~a".Y . 
2ao Ya" , MaO 
250 NEXT J i7! If e-o THEN C-l ~ .- ~---~---.-- - -'" '.'-' ". --'.' .. "--- .. -.. -- .. --.---
276 PRINT 'l,ft/C'W 
280 Ca" , w.o 
2&5 "'EkT N 
100 PRINT '1 
120 CbOSE 'END 
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5 Dl'4 &1(80,32) 
20 O'EN 'QATT21.RPTt FOR OUTPUT AS FI~£ .1 
2S OPEN 'NEwQATT.OAT' FOR INPUT AS 'I~E .2 
21 'OR ,8(-'0 10 -.- - -
30 'OR J81 '0 32 
JS· INPUT "2, N). 
--40 A I ( ! , j) Z 1'4' - - -- - - -_. -
as N!xT J \ NEXT I 
50 '81 
S2 'OR Rc~8 TU 30 
55 N8 t 
60 ,RINT .1,N 
61 PRINT N 
1S 'OR Q=l TO 3 \ PRINT '1,~ 
80 FOR I C l 10 10 
8~ I' AI(1,31)C~P T~EN 250 
99 'OR J=l 10 10 
92 IF IsJ THEN 110 
q5 IF AIC1,11)C~P T~E~ 180 
100 IF A"I,R)~W THEN If A"J,R)s~ THEN l~O 
105 GO TO 160 
150 IF. AS(I,N)-l THEN IF A"J,N)S1 THEN t~O 
155 GO TO 180 
1&0 Mst-1tl 
1&5 'OR K=18 TO 27 
170 IF "'I,K)s1 THEN If A'(J,K).l tHlN Y=V+l 
175 NExT t\ 
180 NExT J 
200 IF ycO THEN 225 
205 CeC+t 
210 Va-V/(M*10) 
225 PRINT *l,USING ' •••• ',V, 
21(1 "'=i4tY 
2"0 VaO \ Men 
250 NExT 1 
215 IF c-o lH~N ee1 
216 P~INT 'l,~/C'~ 
280 C=.o \ w=o 
300 DRINT .1 
305 NEXT III 
310 NEXT H 
]20 CLOSE \ EN!) 
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S I), ... 'IC.O,3i) 
20 O'EN 'QATTZ8.RPT'· 'DR OUTPUT AS FILE '1 
25 OPEN '~!~QAT1.DAT' 'ORI~'UT AS FILE 'Z 
2e "OR '-110' 89- ---' .... 
SO 'OR J-l TO 3Z 
.35 INPUT _'2,NS ________ . _ ... __ 
40 AStl,J)at-' 
'IS ~!.T J , NEXT 1 
50 PaZ 
~2 'DR RaZ8 TO 30 
55 Na18 
60 PRINT II,N 
61 P~INT N 
1S 'DR Qa l 10 3 , PRINT 'l,Q 
80 'OR I-I 10 eo 
82 I' AI(l,Jl)C>P T~EN 250 
90 'OR J-l 10 80 
92 l' I-J THE~ 180 
9S IF AICl,31)C)p T"EN 18u 
100 IF A'(I,~)~~ tHEN IF AI(J,R)aw THEN l~O 
lOS GO 10 180 
150 IF A'(I,N)Zl THEN IF AI(J,N)al THEN lbO 
ISS GO TO 180 
I~O "1."'+1 
l~S 'OR kal TO 17 
170 IF AI(I,K)S1 THEN IF AI(J,K)Zl tHEN ycy+t 
175 NEXT K 
180 ,.EXT J 
200 IF yaO tHEN 225 
205 CsC .. ! 
210 Va.V/(fWI*17) 
225 PRINT 'I,USlNG ••••• ',y, 
230 Waw+Y 
2'60 Val) , Ma:O 
250 NEXT 1 
275 IF tao THEN Cat 
276 P~INT 'l,~/tJw 
280 CaO , wa:O 
301) PIUNT *1 
305 '4EXT w 
310 NE~T k 
320 C,-OSE "ENO 
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APPENDIX D 
SAHPLE QUESTIOlIAITIE AIm CODIIlG ILLUSTRATIOll 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please return to Laura Doyle 
x4820 del. sta. 58-667 
The following questions are part of a PhD thesis on business strategy 
planning. Please don't spend more than 10 minutes reading and answering 
the following questions. Thank you for participating. 
The following paragraphs describe two situations and ask for your input 
or advice.. Please read each paragraph and n~te your suggestions or 
response. 
A The situation is this: 
·We estimate the overall"eks" IMrket is. growing at about· 2SS/year. 
Our share is about 5S in the overall market and about 20% in the seg-
ments we specially target. These segments are also growing at 25%/year. 
The competition is small. specialized and fragmented. Our customers are 
two basic types: 70% OEM and 30% end-user. Our primary business strengths 
are the skill and experience of our product design team and our reputa-
ticn for high quality products. and our strategic position within the 
company. The company expects us to put together a long range business 
plan which will describe a strategy for becoming more profitable and 
for gaining a 20% share of the total tteks" market. II 
WHAT STRATEGIES SHOULD WE LOOK AT FOR POSSIBLE INCLUSION IN OUR PLAN? 
14i 
QUESTIONNAIPE-p2 
pledse return to 
taur~ Doyle 58-667 
IJ A direct report comes to you with the following proposal: 
"We could develop a state-of-the-art 'isodriver ' which we would 
morket not only to our current customers but also t~ the liner an~,_ 
filler industry. We could pay for this development effort by reducin9 
manufacturing costs on our current line." 
Your response is: "That approach could work - but only if we 
were operating under the following conditions: " 
WHAT CONDITIONS WOULD YOU LIST? 
1. How many years have you worked at 
_(8 years _8-15 years __ J)15 years 
2. In which area do you feel you have the most experience and 
training? 
_ engineering _lIIlnufacturing _lIIlrketing 
_ general business other (what? ) 
3. What position do you now hold? 
_ general Nnager 
_ man~ger of a functional area (1!.:.. marketing, \IIIlnufacturing, etc.), 
_ other (what? _______ ) 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please return to Laura Doyle 
. x48ee d~'i. sta. S8-~ 
~,~ ~I 
The following questions are part of a PhD thesis on business strategy 
planning. Please don't spend more than 10 minutes reading and answering 
the following questions. Thank you for participating. 
-------.. --_ .... _-------------------------
The following paragraphs describe two situations and ask for your input 
or advice. Please read each paragraph and n~te your suggestions or 
response. 
A The situation is this: 
"We estimate the overall"eks" IIIIlrket is. growing at about' 2S%/year. 
Our share is about 5% in the overall market and aboat 20% in the seg-
ments we specially target. These sfgments Ire also growing at 2S%/year. 
The competition is small, specialized and fragmented. Our customers are 
two basic types: 70% OEM and 30% end-user. Our primary business strengths 
are the skill and experience of our product design team and our reputa-
tion for high quality products, and our strategic position wit~in the 
company. The company expects us to put together a long range business 
plan which will describe a strategy for becoming more profitable and 
for gaining It 20% share of the total ueks" IIIIlrket." 
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QUESTIOHftAIPE-p2 
p1edse return to 
Laura Doyle 58-ee7 ", 
II A direct report comes to you with the following proposal: 
"We could develop a state-Df-the-art 'isodriver' which we would 
mlrket not only to our current customers but also t~ the liner an~ _ 
filler industry. We could pay for this development effort by reducing 
I!IInufacturing costs on our current line." 
Your response is: "That approach could work - but only if we 
were operating under the following conditions: ••• " 
WHAT CONDITIONS WOULD YOU LIST? ~~ ~.~ _p_, ~ 
~ t'\.L~ rc~\.- "ref; ~ sk~ ~ ~ 17 old- p.le.c......,-'-' frc{:~ ~ ~ ~D~ c::'c.:>S~ -1-6 ~ ff"'C>d..c....c:~ cc.l~l~ _\cl. etOrJ. w.J.e,. ~'1 rcz.~ '""'"Do."... ..... ~ __ c...1.v../~"~.j' ~J) Tf ~ ~U f'<"O~~ (i"cl-d.~ ~ r~d..u..cJZcJ.. IIV-b ~ .. l-) i~ lI\AOI'e +k.o- .t.l-.. ~ ~if- Fc:J~~ '," ;s ou.~ 1..I.rit" 
1. How many years ha¥e you worked at Tektronix? o _< 8 years -.lL. 8-15 years )15 years 
2. In which area do you feel you have the most experience and 
~raining? 
\.J i engineering _ IIIIlnufacturing _lIIIlrketing 
_ general business other (what? 
3. What position do you now hold? 
_ general IIIIlnlger 
~ IIIIln~ger of I functional area (ie. marketing, manufacturing. etc.) 
_ other (what? _______ ) 
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a. 
1. ~t Irwth rite • 
2. lit IIkt Ihlre 
3. frl_ C.DI!t • 
4. It "'I tech cc.p 
5. cust tech IIkt 
5. obj tnc proftt •• 
7. obj tnc 9rwth • 
8. It"'9 tech 
t. st"'9 IIkt pos 6'. 10. st"'9 ftn pos 
11. des tgn strength • 1~ , 12. CCIaP .. nf 5t"'9 
13. 1st to IIkt ,~ 
14. ht qull prod .' ~~ 15. lit dtffe", 16. brd prod ltne 
17. lit _r9tn • 
18. dec: COlts • 
19. tnc IIkt .ffort 
20. tnc wert tnt 
f-I-
21. tnc qull 
22. tntro cur to ne. 
23. tntro I\IW to cur • 
24. broIden to cur 
25. thtro I\IW to net • • 
26. reltructure .kt 
27. dtYllt 
APPEIJDIX E 
CASE STUDY REFEREUCES AIm CODED COI:TElJT DATA 
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'~. . 
CASE STUDIES FROH ELECTRONIC BUSINESS 
COHPANY ISSUE DATE PAGE 
1) Amdahl vs. IBl1 3179 30 
2) Tektronix graphics n 33 
3) Cutler Hammer semi-conductors n 36 
4) Printronix technology If 46 
5) Rohm risk 4/79 44 
6) Hodicom electronics n 49 
7) Semi RAl1S n 52 
8) NCR cash registers n 68 
9) Siemans components 6/79 48 
10) Augut new products n 59 
11) M/A Com telecommunications n 62 
12) Synertek technology If 67 
13) LH research growth 11178 46 
14) Wavetek competition 12178 36 
15) Rockwell microelectronics n 42 
16) Storage Tech. minicomputers 1/79 37 
17) job shop n 40 
18) Lear Siegler terminals n 44 
19) Prime computers n 18 
20) NEC semiconductors 6/78 22 
21) growth 8/78 40 
22) Qume growth 8/78 52 
23) INTL Rectifier growth n 57 
24) Intersil planning n 58 
25) Hewlett Pack 9/79 71 
26) Perkin Elmer n 83 
27) new ferrites n 88 
28) Xerox fu ture office 7/79 68 
29) Wang word processing 7/79 75 
30) Hazeltine n 79 
31) Adda n 77 
32) National Semi 2/79 47 
33) Data Products n 52 
34) Centronics printers n 62 
35) TRW electronics 5/79 42 
36) Hewlett Pack minicomputers 8/79 54 
37) Memorex communications n 71 
38) LTX n 74 
39) IMED medical electronics n 79 
40) Inboton transistors n 80 
41) Honeywell minicomputers 10/79 74 
42) Durango printers If 82 
43) Comprint printers If 87 
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44) innovation 9/78 18 
45) Unitrode " 23 46) Biomation medical electronics " 30 
47) Cipherdata 10178 37 
48) Remex new Harkets " 44 49) Sanders printers " 46 50) Univac Electric 12179 94 
51) Fluke Trendar " 98 
CASE STUDIES FROH BUSINESS WEEK 
COHPANY DATE PAGE 
52) Allen Group 5/21/79 108 
53) Philip Horris 4/2179 66 
54) Hercules 4/3178 94 
55) Gillette " " 56) Kaufman Broad 10/29/79 120 
57) Gerber Scientific " " 
58) Phillips 10/2178 64 
59) Green Giant " n 60) Narco 1115/79 145 
61) HcDonnel Douglas 10/23/78 88 
62) US Steel 10/9/78 68 
63) DiGiorgio n n 
64) Waterford Glass n n 
65) Gerber 10/16/78 82 
66) Celanese 10/8179 116 
67) PUritan Fashions 8/13179 68 
68) World Airways 6/25/79 110 
69) Amstar n n 
70) Pitney Bowes n n 
71) Hoover 6/18/79 110 
72) Holiday Inn 7/18/79 158 
73) Dunn Bradstreet 8/27/79 72 
74) Jennaire 12/18/78 73 
75) Dean Foods 12/18/78 n 
76) US Steel 9/17179 78 
77) Texas Instrument 9/18/78 66 
78) Bell & Howell 7/30/79 88 
79) Consolid. Cigar n n 
80) Ralston Purina 9/10/79 112 
81) Toro n n 
82) Diners Club 1115179 100 
83) Checker Motors " n 84) Olivetti 2112/79 93 
85) Alexander Baldwin n n 
86) Perrier 1122/79 64 
87) GAF n n 
88) Peoples Drug n n 
149 
89) Hersheys 1/29/79 118 
90) Kawasaki Steel " " 
91) stor~r Broadcast" " 
92) Am. Nat Res 2/5179 90 
93) General Electric " " 
94) Varlen n " 
95) Boise Cascade 2/19179 54 
96) Service Master " " 
97) Stanley Works 2/26/79 125 
98) Metpath " n 
99) G.D. Searle 3/19/79 150 
00) Allendale Insurance n n 
01) Woodward Lothrop n n 
02) ESB Rayovac 3/12/79 116 
03) Sigma Motor n n 
04) Guardian Industries n n 
05) Readers Digest 3/5/79 98 
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l. hi grwth rltl • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • 
2. ht .kt shari • • • • • • • •• • • 
3. fragmt compet • • • • • e • • • 
4. strng tech CDiP • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
5. cust tech .kt • • • • • • • • • • 
6. obj tnc proftt • • • • • • • • • • • 
7. obj tnc grwth • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
8. strng tech • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
9. strng .kt pos • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1D. strng ftn pos • • • • • 
11. design strength • • • It • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 
12. com!, INnf strng • • • • • • • • • 
13. 1st to IIIkt • • • • • • • • • • 
14. ht qual prod • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 
15. hi dtffern • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
16. brd prod 11nl • • • • • • • • 
17. hi urgtn • • 
18. dec costs • • • • • • • • • • • 
19. 1nc IIkt effort • • • • • • • • 
2D. 1nc vert tnt • o 0 " " Q " " 00 o 0 21. tnc qual • • • • • • 
22. tntro cur to new • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
23. tntro new to cur • • e • • • • • • • 
24. broaden to cur • • • • • • • • • • • • 
25. tntro new to new • • • • • • • • • •• 
26. restructure IIIkt • • • • • 
27. dtvest 
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1. hi grwth rate • • I • • • I •• • • • • • • •• • 
2. hi IIIkt share I • I • • • I • •• • • • • • • • 
3. fragmt compet I I I • • • • • 
4. strng tech camp I I I • • • • • • • • • • 
5. cust tech mkt I I • I • • • 
6. obj inc profit I • • • •• .. . I' • •• • • • • • 
7. obj inc grwth • • 8 • I ., . ,. ;, = • • • • • 
8. strng tech I' I • • • • • • • 
g. strng .kt pos • • • I • • • • • • • • • • •• • 
10. strng fin pos • • 
11. design strength I • • • • • • • 
12. comp I114nf strng , • 
13. 1st to IIkt I • • • • 
14. hi qual prod • • • • •• • 
15. hi differn I' II' I • • • • • • • 
16. brd prod line • • • • • • • I • • • 
17. hi IIIc1rgin 
18. dec costs • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • 
19. inc mkt effort • • • • • I • • • •• • • • • 
20. inc vert int • I • • 
21. inc qual e • • • • --
22. intro cur to nel I • I • • 
23. intro new to CUI • • • • • • • • I. • • • • • 
24. broaden to cur • • • • • • • 
25. intro new to nel • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
26. restructure .kt • • • • 
27. divest • • I , .. • T· 
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1. hf grwth rite • • • • • • 
2. hf IIkt shire • • • • • • • • • 
3. frlgmt c~pet • • • 
4. strng tech ca.p • • • • • • 
5. cust tech mkt • 
6. obj 1nc profft • • • • • • 
7. obj 1nc grwth • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • 
B. strng tech • • • • 
g. strng mkt pos • • • • 
10. strng ffn pos • • • •• • • • • • 
11. desfgn strength 
12. comp manf strng 
13. 1st to JIIkt • • • 
14. hf qual prod • • • 
15. hf dfffern • • • • • 
16. brd prod lfne • • • 
17, hf IIIIrgfn • 
lB. dec costs • • • •• • • • • 
19. 1nc IIIkt effort • • • • • 
20. fnc vert int • co • 
21. fnc qull • • • • • 
22. ~ I'll.ro i:ur to nl!lo • • • • 
23. 1ntro new to cur • • • • • • 
24. broaden to cur • • • • • • • 
25. fntro new to nl!lo • • • • • • 
26. restructure JIIkt • 
27. dfvest • • • • • • 
